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:SHOE FACTORY
PEOPLE HERE
TWO OF THEM SHOWN OVER
THE CITY YESTERDAY.
It Will be Known Within the Next
Week or Two Where the Own-
ers of the Concern Widi
Locate Their Branch.
. Yesterday morning thit'e artiVed in
this city two of the representatives
of the big shoe factory that wants to
I locate a branch in Paducah, and this
' visit .by them may mean much to the
commercial growth and importance
of this municipality, es their judge-
ment decides where wffl't,4 establish-
•4 the branch hotise`hy 'their main-
moth company., Whieh is one of the
leading ones the" world over.
When the repreientativet reached
here they were taken 'aboard the pri-
vate coach of Superintktident Egan o
the LouisOlpeu division of the thin&
Central railtoad;anil' iiectintpanied by
a delegation Of busines3 men, made A
tour over every block touched by the
road inside this, city, which 'included
a circuit through much of the menu-
• factoring. business and 'residence see.-
tiOtt. After the I. C. tacks had been
gone over, the pally Was. turn< el
to the N.. C. & St. L. railroad, rd
the officials of this line then toolethe
delegation through every section
touched by its terminals. Following
this the cars and vehicles were used
to show the places not viewed from
the railroad cars. ,.
• During the day the 'Visitors were
I arrie4 to every portion of Paducah
4 and they were more than delighted
at the place, expressing thernsqves in
no unmistakable terms as beiior im-
pressed more favorably than with
any other small city they had visited.
Whil-e here the two outsiders were
shown the several sites that will be
given them in case they locate in
this town their big branch factory.
• They trught the sites very good and
equal the occasion, but of course'
would not express themselves as to
whether the brattth will come to Pa-
this section • bidding for samemfwmf
ducah or go to many other cities in
docah or go to one of ilk: many other
cities in this section of the country,
bidding for same. The proposition of
the ,Paducah businessmen is to give
the shoe people a site and building
not to cost more than $atk000 if they
.will come here.
The representatiVeS went back
home last evening at 7:30 o'clock but
while here said'thelr btanch factory
\ will employ itiont • 4oct people whenfirst started, and that this number willbe increased to t,aoo within the nextI five years. ,They, rere very well
• ,pleased at the' reeepiion accorded
them, and said that within the next
week or two a idetilisieti would be
made as to where .,t (21(he brand' is to
.- / .. -be installed.
The Paducah. plople feel gratified
that a visit was pkilf`thls'effk by the
people of the shoe factory, and great
hopes are entertainrd that this place
will capture the industry which
would he of inestinudekt value to the
commercial interests of the place.
'The local business men .are putting
up a hard fight for the factory and








Rev. Farrar is Preaching Some Very
Strong Sermons at the Second
Baptist Chnrch.
For his subject last evening.at the
Broaiiway Mlethodist church revival
Rev. T J. Newell used "Manifesta-
tioe of Live One Towards the
r 'tither" and It wet a very strong ap-
peal for closer cementation of the
brotherly feeling of all for others.
Dr. Newell will not held any ser-
vice tonight account it being Satur-
day evening, the time business,is con-
ducted down in the city and many
are {Prevented fiom attending.
Yesterday morning Rev. Newell
received a message from Rev. John
II. Culpepper of Iuka, Miss., who
stated that different things had de-
layeid him .and he would not get here
until early tomorrow morning to as-
siatthe Paducah pastor with the pro-
tracted meeting. The outside divine
Will be accompanied, by .his son, Mr.
Burt Culpepper, who is the possessor
of a very fine voice and will lead the
singing that will be made a feature
cs;):•;;,; :-:•raet:,•••
Not until arrival of Dr. Culpep-
per will there .be.die idled whether the
day services are to be conducted of .a
morning or afternoon. When Dr.
Culpepper gets Sere he will de all the
preaching with exception of a few
times wen Mi. Newell will occupy
the puplit.
Second Baptist Church.
Last evening at the Second Bap-
tist church Rev. E. B. Farrar preach-
ed on "Ye are the Light of the
141d." He is a very forceful ande oquent speaker and great enthusi-
asm and interest is being engendered
at the revival.
Today at noon meetings will be
held at the Minds Central railroad
shop by this minister and Pastor E.
H. Z-Miningham of the Second Bap-
tist church, while at the church this
afternoon at a o'clock and tonight at
7:30 o'clock the regular services will
be held. Tomorrow Rev. Farrar will
fill the pulpit at both the moriiing
mid evening worship.
, There were two conversions last
evening and' three the preceeding
evenings since the first of the week,
when the protracted meeting started.
LIBRARY CLOSED




Mrs. Hal S. Corbett Spoke to Little
004IS During "Children's Hour"
Yesterday.
Last evening the Carnegie library
at Ninth and BrOadway closed the
doors until next Monday or Tues-
day; developments will have to be
awaited to see how fast the new
wax hardens on the floors where it
will be spread today.
The floors of the building are of
hardwood and have to be properly
wyced every few months, to keep
them smooth and in nice shape. The
The janitor of the building manufac-
sures the wax, having a receipt for
this, and thereby saves an expense.
If the wax is hardened sufficiently
by next Monday the building will be
opened again for the public, other-
wise it will be kept closed until the
following day.
Hour With Children.
Yesterday afternoon between 4
and s o'clock there'were sixty-eight
children present at the library at-
tending "Children's Hour" that was
presided over by Mrs. Hal S. Cote
bett, one of the city's brightest and
most apt literary ladies. She spoke
to them about Joel Chandler Harris,
ands also talked of several short
stories, that proved very entertain-
ing and instructive for the children.
The second Friday in April is the
time for the next gathering, at
which time the little ones will be
spoken to by Miss Aline Bagby,
daughter of the librpy president.
LAW IS DEFIED, SAYS MAYOR
ansas Crty, Kan., March a9.—
Myer W. Rose testified today in the
snit to oust County Attorney Jame
S. Gibson for alleged nonenforce-
ment of the prohibition law that ev-
erybody in the city knew that the
joints, or ilicit saloons, were permitt-
ed to run by paying stipulated sums
monthly to the city.
Mayor Rose said further that dur-
ing his campaign for the mayorsity
he had made reference in his speeches
to the existence or joints and had
promised the voters that if elected
he would see that the money co/lott-
ed from such places went into the
City tteatury. .
Railroad Brevities.I Manager P. E. Morris of the
Union depot lunch stand has re-
signed and gone to Chicago. He !s
'succeeded by 0. F. Snail of Chicago,
I who has arrived.
Not until 7:30 o'clock yesterday
morning did there arrive the I. C.
passenger freight train blocking the
main line two miles out of Memphis.
I Conductor C. Love of the I. C., is
'ill at his home in 719 Clay street.
DIED OF
PNEUMONIA
MRS. P. P. MASON PASSED
AWAY AT LITTLE CYPRESS
YESTERDAV.




Yesterday morning at 6 o'clock
Mrs. P. P. Mason of the Little
Cypress section of the county, died
after a week's illness with pneu-
monia. She is .79 years of age and
survived by her husband, and a
brother, Mr. R. C. Alexander. She
was a well-known and beloved
Christian lady of that vicinity and
this afternoon at 1:30 o'clock the
funeral services will be held at the
residence by. Rev. T. J. Owen of the
Paducah •Miethodist Missions.
Young Life Cut Short.
Yesterday morning at 6:30 o'clock
Mrs. Eula Mae Bichon died at their
home in !too Tennessee street, after
a year's illness with tuberculosis.
The deceased was eighteen years of
lage and born in Massac, but had
'lived here for the past two years.
She was.j very sweet and • lovely
young woman, consistent and deeply
religious, and -.one who. is sadly
missed by all.
She is the daughter of Mrs. John
Clark, and besides her mother is
survived by her husband and eight-
months-old child. Mr. Bichon is
the retail grocer of West Tennessee
street and has the sympathy of all
in his bereavement.
This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock the
funeral services will be held at the
Third street Methodist church, and
be followed with interment in Oak
Grove cemetery. Rev, Peter Fields
will officiate.
CAMP MOVES
OLIVE CAMP WILL NOW
MEET AT THE ELKS
H'ALL.
When the Elks Get Into Their New
Building on North Fifth, Wood-
men Take the Quarters.
Thes Olive camp for the Woodmen
of the World has moved its lodge
room from tuthird floor of the R.
W. Walker g sttre building on
Fifth and 'Broadwag, down to the
Elks Hall on North Fourth street.
In addition to moving their place of
meeting, this lodge has also changed
the time for its weekly meeting,
which heretofore has been every
Wednesday night, but which will
hereafter be each Tuesday evening.
There are over 7oo Woodmen of
this city and Olive camp has about
three hundred members, while the
affiilate list is rapidly growing, to
the extent that they found the
quarters above the Fifth and Broad-
way store too small for them.
With the Woodmen holding their
ot---the- -halt;
makes about four secret orders as-
sembling there weekly, the Wood-
men now of Tuesday night, the
Knights of Columbus Wednesday
evening, the Elks Thursday nigitt,
and the Beavers Friday night.
Olive camp has already closed a
!ease with Mr. Thomas C.. Leech
who owns the building where the
Elks meet, and which lease gives the
camp possession of the hall after the
Elks get into their new building on
Nforth Fifth strett beside the post-
office. The Elks expect their new
structure to be completed by next
August at wftiCh tithe all of its
meetings will be held there. Olive
camp then comes into full posses-
',ion of the North Fourth street hall
for a period of two years, and will
sub-rent to the Beavers, Knights of
Columbus and other lodges holding
sissions there.
Leading Baptist of Kentucky try-
ing to perfect an arrangement to
change date of general assembly
from June to November. Farmers








• AT ELLIS ISLAND.
Reed, Joe Friedman, John
Jas ,Utterback and Samuel
of here.
Traveling Men Elect.
This evening the Paducah Travel-
ing Mien's -Protective ,v;11
Men's club on. South Fourth street,
and elect officers who are to
serve for the ensuing year.
It Will Be the Middle of April Be-
fore Downtown Ticket Office
Opens—Business World.
The leading distiller who is to
manage the H. Weil de sons dis-
tillery :xi 'Mechanicsburg, is expected
to arrive here sometirhe next week
and or range for the • plant to be
opened right away, to run continu-
ously until next June. Mr. Well
bought the Hessig distillery in
Mearanicsburg, and after starting it
up, will then commence the work
of enlarging the- distillery to four
times its present capacity at a cost
of about Sio,000.
Downtown Office.
General Agent John T. Donovan
expects to get into his downtown
freight and passenger office of the
I. C. by the 15th of next month.
Yesterday he sent to Chicago head-
quarters the bids of local people
wanting to supply the fixtures and
equipment of the office. These bids
will have to be opened and work let,
then word to the effect sent back
here. It will be fully the middle of
April before he is down there.
Spring Openings.
The millinery, dry goods, .and
other catablishments of the cit.!!
have been holding their siring open-
ings th4p week, and although  the
weather has been unusually disagree-
able and not favorable to the occa-
sions, tie establishments have been
thronged with people attending 04
openings, which are the affairs
heralding arrival of spring trade.
Shoe Clerk.
Mr. Cliff Milner, the well-known
shoe clerk will today take a position
with the Lendler & Lydon establish-
ment of Broadway near Third street.
Manufacturing Concrete.
The people controlling the stock
company intending to build the new
hotel at Benton, have installed
them a little plant at that neighbor-
ing citt to manufacture the con-
crete b cks out of which the struc-
ture will be erected. They are get-
tlig a large supply of the blocks on
hand, and just as soon as good
weather opens the mechanics will
commence putting up the hotel
which will not be Completed until
the middle of the summer and possi-
bly not until next fall.
Buildings nearly Down.
Work of tearing down the old
buildings on Broadway between
Fourth and Fifth, to make room for
the Carly clothing building, is pro-
gressing rapidly. Contractor George
Katterjohn. will have the two old
houses down and out of the way by
the first of next week, when exca-
vations for the new structures will
then be commenced. The new firm
will not be ready for business until
next fall.
New Screens.
Mr. Clyde Cooper, traveling repre-
sentative for the Cincinnati firm,
has sold The Palmer its annrtal con-
signment of new screens for the
windows and doors of the big hos-
telry. He sold them aso screens
that will shortly arrive and be
placed in position. •
Imm•••••••••
Hotel Officers.
The Incorporators of "The 'Palmer
Hotel company" have elected their
officers, who are the same forecast
In these columns several days ago.
Mr. Charles Reed is president, Joe
L. PkIedman vice president, James
C Ufterback, secretary and treas-
urer, John C. Roth general manager,
and Prank I. Murphy resident man-
ager. Mr. Roth is the manager of
the Great Northern hotel in Chicago
and *tains there, coming here fonly
at intervals, while Mr. Murphy stays
here I the time.
ctora chosen for the com-
pany John C. Roth, H. C. Mc-
4.40 Chicago, and ChasLaug
More Than ii,000 Immigrants Ar-
rive In New York Harbor
Today.
New York, March zo—More than
m000 immigrants arrived in the har-
bor of New York today on board
seven steamships from European
ports. This number is the record
for a single day which has been
made. thus far during the annual
spring inrush of immigration. Ellis
Island, where these immigrants are
examined and either rejected or ad-
mitted to the United States, can
care for less than half of today's ar-
rivals, its limit being 5,000 daily.
Those who cannot be landed today
will be kept in the harbor on their
sterme, until later in the week.
These immigrant: include the fol.- I
lowing' nationalities: English, Irish,'
Germans, Swedes, Hungarians, Ital-
ians, Pprtuguese and Russians.
THE mAyr AXE
HE IS NOW PREPARING
HIS VETO FOR NEXT
WEEK.
He Does Not Approve the Ordin-
ance That Provides For Reduc-
tion of Police Force.
Although Mayor Yeiscr does not
say se, 4 is understood from an un-
doubted source, that he is now pre-
paring his veto that he will hand to
the council next Monday night, dis-
approving the ordinance which pro-
vides that the police department be
cut from its present number, down
to eighteen men, oae chief, One cap-
tain'4 nd one lieutenant. e mayor
never tells whether he wilT approve
or veto a bill until it gets to him
and although he is "mum" on this
measure it i known his veto axe
has chopped it half in two, which
means that if the legislative author-
ities want it shown they adopted
the bill, they will have to lass it
over his disapproval. This takes a
two-thirds vote of both council all
aldermen
No matter whether the ordinance
is passed over the veto of the mayor.
it will never be effective, as the leg-
islature at Frankfort during its re-
cent term, enacted a state law, stipu-
lating that second class cities should
have no less than thirty policemen.
Although this provision is made in
the enactment, still the 'force here
will not be increased to that
as the men now employed are suffi-
cient. The main object in the police
commissionrs of this city getting the
state assembly to adopt this meas-
ure, was simply, to prevent Repub-
lican legislative authorities from re..




decision of the house committee on
naval affairs to recommend an ap•
propriation of 4:6,000poo for the con-
struction of a battleship larger than
any now afloat, naval experts in
Washington have begun heated dis-
cussion of the size of battleships
which shows that Admiral Dewey
is not supported by many naval
()freers in his advocacy of a battle-
ship greater than the t8,000 ton
English battleship Dreadnaught.
Naval constructors are agreed that
an effective battleship with aor dis-
placement of zooms tons or more
can be constructed for the American
Inavy, but the advisability of author-
izing one ship of this type at the
present time and not making an
effort Ao provide additional zfi,000-
ton battleships to supplement the
quota of smaller ships -and ISIS
make a desirable working unite out
of them is questionqd by many naval
authorities.
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ATTENDANCE
BAD WEATHER KEEPS AWAY
MANY CHILDREN LIVLNG
IN SUBURBS.
The Windows of -4he Washington
Building Are So Dirty Drawing
Lessons Are Taten on Them.
Superintendent .Lieb yesterday
stated that the bad weather was be-
ing felt in the attendance at the
public schools, as the inclemency
of conditions seemed to keep many
children away, this being amongst
those residing in the outlying sec-
tions that 'are so far from the re-
spective buildings. Many of the
little ones in the suburbs have to
walk over a mile to get to school,
therefore the rain and mild has an
effect upon them. The teachers of
the different buildings yesterday
Made out their monthly reports,
touching upon attendance, studies,
.etc., and handed these documents ta
the. principals of the ‘tuildings. To-
day the principals turn raem into
the office of the superintendent who
uses the data in making his month-
ly report that is submitted to the
meeting of the trustees next Tues-
day evening.
Dirty' Windows.
Loud complaints are made regard-
ing the dirty condition of about
every window in the Washington
building on West Broadway, and the
dust and grime upon the glass
being utilized as charts by the
pupils who draw pictures, spell their
names and otherwise inscribe in the
accummulation. The janitor seems
to be neglecting his duties very,
materially, as one can hardly see
out of the unwashed windows for
the dirt that seems to be the re-
stilt of months of accummulation.
ASSISTANT
CITY CLERK BAILEY HAS
MR. HENRY ENDERS TO
ASSIST.
Said That Attempt Will Be Made
Next Monday Night to Abrogate
the Anowance.
City ,Clerk Henry Bailey has se-
cured the services of Mr. Henry
Enders as an assistant to help make
out the 8,00p bills that show how
mach taxes every city property'
owner owes the municipality for this
year. Mr. Enders went to work yes-
terday morning being an expert ac-
countant and bookkeeper he and the
clerk *ill rush the work through
quickly, as they must' have all the
bills made out by the first of May
in order the batch can be turned
over to the City Auditor Alexander
Kirkland who checks over (he ac-
counts to see that they are correcf,
before placing them in hands of
City Treasurer John J. Dorian, who
does the collecting of city taxes.
The council and aldermen allowed
the clerk the $75 help money last
Monday night, but it is said that •
since then someone has raised the
point that the allowance could not
be made legally, and that next Mon-
day night the council may attempt
to set it aside.
ATTENDANTS CHOSEN
Miss Ethel Brooks has selected
Mrs. Birdie Campbell as her matron
of honor, and Misses Katherine
Whitefield and Susie Thompson as
her maids of honor, tei accompany
her to New Orleans next month and
attend the national rewnion of Con-
federate soldiers.
Miss Brooks was the first of this
week chosen as the sponsor- for the
Paducah camp of veterans, to repre-
sent the latter at the New Orleans
gathering, and her' thntee of attend-
ants fell upon well known ant




JOHN C. DUFFY, OF HOP-
KINSVILLE, BACKED
BY COURT.
JUDGE COOK SAYS THAT
TOWN IS A MECCA.
VOWS HELD TOO LIGHTLY.
Hopkinsville, Ky., — (Special.) —
ti. County Attorney John C. Duffy an-
\nouneed in circuit court today thathereafter he will resist all suits filedfor divorce, and will expect to be
Properly notified by the attorneys
whenever they file divorce petitions.
The members of the bar were at
first disposed to treat the county
attorney's statement in a jocular
manner, but Circuit Judge Thomas
P. Cook praised Mr. Duffy on his
stand in the matter and sharply
criticised lawyers and their clients
who have been crowding the docket
with divorce suits, the grounds in
many of which ace of a flimsy na-
ture. More than one hundred suits
have been filed for the present term
'of court and, according to Judge
Cook, decrees are being sought in
many instances through collusion of
both parties.
Held too Lightly.
Judge Cook said that marriage
vows were being ,entirely too lightly
considered, and that the divorce
situation in Christian /county re-
flected discredit upon the bar. He
said he found like conditions no-
where else in the district, and Hop-
kinsville was looked on as a Mecca
for persons desiring to cast aside
the yoke of wedlock.
' Another matter was brought up
that parties to suit in a majority of
cases had failed to pay the court
costs for the recording of decrees,
and Dr. Duffy states that under a
strict interpretation of the law per-
sons who married without having
had their decrees of divorce properly
recorded night be prosecuted for
bigamy.
r LOSS OF BLOOD
THIS COMBINED WITH WHIS-
KEY, PUT RAYMER OUT
•OF BUSINESS.
The Charge of Drunkenness Against
Charles Robinson Was Con-
tinued by Judge.
Yesterday morning in the . police
court Acting Judge. David Cross fined
WI. A. Raymer $t for being drenk.
The young fellow is of Bayou. Ky.,
and came here- several days ago to
have twelve teeth pulled. They were
extracted by a c;rtain dentist on
Broadway and it cern' the free flow
of blood could not be stoptied, there-
:ore Raymer was made very weak.
He then took on several drinks to
strengthen himself and counteract
the blood IOW but the. whiskey had
the opposite effect and made his con-
dition worse. Hle would walk along
the street and fall every few steps,
until finally he was AO exhausted he
went down near Third and Broadway
and could not  Aries to  
Officers Gourieux and Senser came
alongand picked him up. His mouth
bled for about twenty-four hours be-
fore it was stopped and he was iri
quite a serious condition for a while',
but was much stronger yesterday.
Charles Robinson was warranted
cm the charge of being drunk and his
case continued until next Monday.
SMITH AND JAMES
Kentucky Congressmen Get Corn-
plimeettary Write-up in Wa?h-
ington Papers.
Washington, TY.C., March 29—Two
members of the Kentucky delegation
David H. Smith, of the Fourth Dis-
trict, and 011ie M'. James, of the
Vmst, the one a eonneellor in con-
grese, the other a debater, are the re-
cipients of such complimetitary sket-
ches in the ,Wlashington Post as
doubtless caused the gentlemen to
blush when they regd them, although
their friends recognize the truth in






After Next Monday Twenty-five
Cents Will be Given for Every
Dog Turned in.
The City Hall was overrun yester-
day with small boys coming down in
charge of dogs on -which the owners
had not paid a license for this year.
The lads thought the city authorities
were ready to reward -them with
twenty-five cents for each unlicensed
canine brought down, but Chief Jos.
Collins says he is not yet ready and
will not be until about next Monday,
as at present he is preparing a pound
in which to keep the dogs. The lads
coming down yesterday with their
captives were sadly disappointed
when told the officers were not yet
ready to reward: them, as with this
informatiort there vanished the joys
of 25 cents spending money which
the boys worked hard for.
The chief does not know whether
he will have built a pound back be-
hind the City Hall amongst the
stables where the public teams nd
wagons are kept. If he does not put
it back there he will have it arranged
down about the incline at foot of
Campbell street on the north side of
town. Iv is more than probable how-
ever, that it will be opened behind
the City Hall as at the incline would
make it too far down for the dogs to
be taken for incarceration every time
one was brought in to the hall.
The chief offers the twenty-five
cents, commencing next Monday, for
all unlicensed dogs that are brought
to the hall. The animals will all be
killed- if not claimed by their owners,
license taken out and all cost; paid.
ATTORNEYS
POWERS
W. T. THOMPSON CONFERRED
THIS ON DICK RUDY.
Judge Lightfoot Convenes Quarterly
Court Next Monday, But Ad-
journs it Over Until Last
of Week.
Yesterday in the county clerk's of--
fice therikwas filed a document show-
ing thaPleicharcl Rudy • was given
power of attorney to transact some
business for W. L. Thompson
Guardian Qualified..




The county clerk yesterday issued
a marriage license to Dave Porter,
aged 50, and Eliza Scott. aged 52, of
Williamson County, Maryland. They
are colored.
Jailer's Wife* Up.
MO, James Eaker, wife of the
county jailer, is able to be up after a
several weeks' confinement with ery-
sipelas, at their home on -GeV:nth and
Clark streets. .
Two Courts.
Next Monday Judge Lightfoot con-
venes his monthly term of quarterly
court, while Tuesday starts the there
days session of fiscal court, therefore
the judge being busy with the latter
he will bold his quartenly court over
until the other tribunal finishes its
bnainess. He is the presiding officer
Jr the hsce nourt Therm comp°
of :Ill the ;ustices of the peace.
TWENTY AND TEN YEARS.
For the Two New
Fiends.
York Negro
,Rober IT. Spriggs, the negro re-
cently convicted of abduction in de-
taining white women against their
will in a resort frequented only by
negtoes, was sentenced by New
York judge to serve twenty years in
the state prison. Sallie Bennett, who
assisted 'Spriggs in conducting the
resort and who pleaded guilty to ab-
duction, was sentenced to ten years
in the state prison.
First Public Library.
Daring the brief stop in Richmond
the other day, when Andrew Carnegie
added a gift of $to,000 to a similar
atnount alreah donated for a library
in the Virginia capital, he discovered
in the library of Mayor' McCarthy,
Volume, II, of Fleteher's Columbian
Knowledie• Series. "I find here that







and treaty, in strictest confidence, taint all your
trauliesase stating your age. We will send you
MillefIR, IN piste sealed envtdope, and a vat-
beck so "Mame Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, Me
Chattanooga Medidne Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
G
Don't Hesitate
If you suffer from any rind of female troubles, don't hesitate to take Wine
of Cardui. It is a mediciDe which, for over half a century, has proved of
remarkable efficacy in just such diseases.
"For the last nine years", writes Sam'I. L. Davidson, the well known
real estate operator of 1655 Eliot St., Denver, Colo., "my wife suffered
from female troubles, and if it had not been for
WINE
OF 11 ReliefWoman's
she would be suffering yet. I broke up my buodowast to bring her here, but it did not im-
prove her general health. Our physician could Dtdbielp her, and all his skill came to naught.
She asked him if there vas no known cure for female trouble. He said there was a patent
medicine, but would not tell her Its name. So she asked her druggist, and he recommended
Wine of Garda After trying it, my ,if. says that Cauctul. with plenty of fresh air, will do
more than all the doctors combined,' and we recom-
mend it to all female sufferers, where no surgical opera-
tion is necessary." Try it for periodical pains.
At Every Drag Store In $1.00 Bottles
THE HUMOit'RSTS I
A MINUTE WITH
( Didn't Hewn to Say It That Way.
IL Young Enthusiastic Artist (inure
tly)—I presume, Mils Fitsdook, you
paint?
Miss Pitzdook (indignantly, misap-
plying his remark)—Sir, do you intend
to insult—
Young Artist (very much embarrass-
ed)—Oh, 'pon my word, Miss Fitzdook,
don't think for a moment I alluded to
the paint on your face.—Tit-Bits.
Hissed Something.
Adam was showing Eve the beautiful
:lights in the garden of Eden.
"How do you like it, dear" he asked.
"It's too lovely for anything," she
said, "but I am sorry about one
thing!"
"What is that?"
"1 have no friends to send souvenir
postal cards to!" she answered with a
dry sob.—Chicago Tribune.
His Last Beat.
The editor of the Puakvil,te Pesti-
lence had stood the taunts of the vile
opposition as long as he could. He
finally armed himself and waited on
his loathsome contemporary.
"Where's the editor?" he shouted, as
the office boy opened the door.
"He's dead. Shot himself last night,"
"Scooped again, by snakes!"—Cleve-
land Leader.
On the Pike.
Rodrick—Plunger is a wise one. He
is going to build a road tavern and call
it the "Garage."
Van Albert—Where is the wisdom in
that?
RocIrick—Why. he's going to eater
to the automobile class. When a man
tells his wife be had to stop at the
garage she won't be suspicious.—Chi-
cago News.
An Unpleasant Experience.
"Come now, captain," gushed the
hoots's, "you must take the baby."
"Not for me, ma'am," protested the
gruff old sea captain. "I ain't used to
that sort of thing."
"Oh but you must. I want you V;
see how heavy he Is."
"Excuse me! I held a baby once and
It got — er — seasick."—Philadclphis
Press.
Arrogance.
"What do you think of the trust
problem?"
"It is beeoming more dl.lienit than
over," answered Senator Sorghum,
with a tinge of sadness in his tons.
aUbul ere vowing so arrogant
that there is no telling whom they
will put off the pay roll next."—Wash-
ington Star.
A Deficient Lexioon.
"The word 'graft' becomes more lb-
noxious to the public every day," aa d
the sincere citizen.
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum,
"if many more of my distinguished ac-
quaintances' become involved is it we'll
have to tee is. we can't invent a murt
polite name d'•'r it."—Waehing:o:
Star.
Groceries and Repartee.
"What Is butter to-day?" asked the
possible customer.
"Butter is butter to-day," answEred
the waggish grocer, with a shriek of
Laughter.
"Glad to hear it." said the other,
cheerfully, "the last I got here was
axle grease."—Cleveland Leader.
OH, CAMEL PATS.
Artist—Diit you take the picture round
to the exhibition?
Porter—Yes. sir. And they seemed
very pleated with it. too.
Artist—Did they say anything?
Porter—No, they only laughed..
• Mistaken Estimate.
The grafter spoke to lay great strew)
Upon his cleverness Intense,
When uxua:ly his success
Is due to barefaced Impudence
—Washlt.gton Star
Embarraed.
Beryl —Was Jack much embarrasses
when he proposod to Miss Ant lqut
Goldthwalte?
Sibyl—Well, I should say so.
Boryl—I suppose he blushed and
stammered the way they all do?
81141—Not at all. His was financial
embarrassment—Tit-Bits.
public library in Philadelphia in 1773.
That is information to me, and I
will use that fact in a lecture that I
am to deliver shortly," he said to the
mayor as he was about to leave.—
Must Have Used Umbrellas.
At New Haven Yale nine lined up
this afternoon against the Trinity
college team for the opening game
of the season. Yale's schedule pro-
vides for 30 games this season, being
one of the longest evert- arranged.
All the *large universities and col-
leges of the East will be met.
ENTOMBED FRENCH MIN-
ERS LIVE ON HAY.
Lens, France, *larch 30.—Four-
-teert-61--tlre. -T4ou nMifIrg wlwweie
entombed in the coal mines at Cour-
rieres twenty days ago, were taken*
from the mine alive and well today.
They had lived on hay found in one
of the underground stables, and the
morsels of food which they took
into the mine with them nearly
,three weeks ago. All attempts to
rescue the entombed had been aban-
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....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
•
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
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we have a mighty fine stock of TYPEWRITER PAPER* CAR-
BONS, MANUSCRIPT COVER S. INKS, MUCILAGE, PENS
AND PENCILS, RUBBER BA NDS, ERASERS. etc. As usual
our price is mighty low, much lo wer than the customary will




While the Paducah baseball man-
ager's confreres of the K. 1. T.
league are busily engaged buying;
, .swapping trying out and standing
)i pat and the newspapermen workingovertime winning games and pen-
nants Manager Lloyd is laying on his
oars smiling serenely and saying
s 4 nothing. The fact is Mir.‘ Lloyd is
al4o doing nothing at present beyond
baying the ball park sprinkled this
.'•• n --(: tl'e Vtechers w.:".ec4. r'.I.,
lie has an order out for some sun-
shine which has been sidetracked,
but as sodn as it arrives he will have, was announced to pitch the fans could
it spread over the Blue Grass and, never tell whet-her he wold show up
daisies, so as to put the carpet in best, in. condition to see his way to the
of condition. Then with some prf-lbox or not: If be managed to.get in
oaI luminary practice, fie and his men i the box and get a reasonable idea of
will he ready for their friends the the location of the plate, it didn't
enemy. matter whether he was cold sober or
. highly drunk, he could pitch winning
The Mattoon Journal-Gazette in ball.
Monday evening's issue under the
caption of "the flight of the canaries"
publishes a representation of the
birds in a flight to "victory." The ob-
jection to the picture, from a Mat-
toon point of view is that the, bird-
ies" are headed downward toward the
cellar.—Cairo Bulletin.
'Nay. nay, sire, the "Canaries" were
headed south, where the slimed
champions are supposed by the Cairo,
Vineennes and Paducah critics, to
permanently reside. Never to th cel-
lar or thq coal bin, either of wItSdi are
fitting places for the so-called "hy-
phens" to be buried out of sight. Th:





He says, "Down in My Heart I've
-a .feeling for You." Thought of
Cairo no doubt makes him think of
Paradise—Cairo is so different.
"The sporting editor of the Cairo
Citizen is in receipt of a letter from
pitcher Witt, at one time a Cairo
player, but late of Vincennes. Witt
said in his lir: 'I often think of
Cairo and always with mingled emo-
tions. I have a warm spot in my
heart for the Cairo fans and Cairo
people in general.' Witt has been
spending the winter at Kansas City,
Mo., where he has been employed in
a printing establishment, being a
printer by trade. Witt has signed to
pitch for Pat McAndrews, Keokuk,
Iowa, team this year. 'I have already
dubbed McAndrews as 'Plucky Pat'
or the 'Jimmy Collins of the Minor
• leagues.' says Watt."
Well Done Thou Good and Faithful
Servants.
Says the Kentucky State Journal!
"When the work and results of it
are known, we are sure that the peo-
ple will agree with Governor Beck-
ham that the late legislature was
the best that has assembled here in
thirty years. bflost of the members
were animated by a desire to be a
real service to the snot and some of
them made records that must link
their names with the best efforts for
the public good. With the exception
of a very few time servers and men
who had no higher object than to
draw their per diem and any other
thing they could, it was composed of
a higher order of men than are gen-
erally sent to the legislature.. The
state is tobe congratulated that its
a
i servants did so much good work and
so little bad."
II Cairo Citizen vs. Cairo Bulletin.
41 "His Nibs" Farnbaker has been
very busy (outside of the time he
has been writing base ball dope for
the fens) spending his leisure hours
at Sportsman's park, where he has
planted several hundred bushels of
hop seed. "Grandpa" Farnbaker says
he is going to make the Cairo
grounds the most attractive , and
artistic in the circuit this season. He
had hop vines on the brain last year,
but they proved a failure. It
thought they were planted too late,
and so he has commenced early this
year and hopes to reap rich harvest
of "dope." This of course will be
good smoking by next winter and
furnish lots of inspirations and base
ball witticisms for the fans. As a
I "elope' artist- the—tifoster **titer"-
the 'Kitty league, (as Mr. Farnbaker
styles himself) is in a class all by
his lonesome and the ancient sport-
ing editor of the Mattoon Star is
A out of the race
Three Strikes and Out.
Poor Tom Ramsey, the famous old
time left hand pitcher, has passed
away. He was a veritable Wizard in
his thy and frequently struck out
eigt Oen men with his celebrated
drop ball but the change in the dis-
tance and whiskey killed him, He was
-A
the greatest pitcher that ever stepped
into the box, and wink was at the
height of his powers wiren he played
with the Louisville and St. Louis
teams, died last night in Indianap-
olis.
. The announcement of Ramsey's
death is mournful news to fans, for
while the once mighty twirler had
long since lost his cunning and had
• sunk into the obscurity of the base-
"his been," he is still fondly re-i
"Hose and Tater Day.'
next Monday is the first Mon-
day in April and is what is called
"boss and tater day" at Benton.
Tjns is the day that the town has
the largest number of farmers in the
town during the whole year and
people go from adjoining counties to
be there on that day. Sweet pota-
toes for seed are sold in large
quantities and there is where the
trust is worked. Early in the day
the price is made for a bushel of
potatoes - and the word passed
around and everything goes at the
price named unless the supply is
greater than the demand, which is
seldom the case, then there is a re-
duction later in the day.
This day has long been a memorable
occasion for that town as much as
the Southern Harmony *Singing
which is held annually on the fourth
Sunday in May.
People go to Benton on ',boss
and *ate, day prepared to sap
everything from a pocket knife to a
wheat thresher, just so they return
home with some kind of an animal
that can be used to pull the plow.—
Fulton Leader.
What a quaint old time custom
and how enjoyable it must be. It
reminds one of 112..yfields Hoes
Swapping day which is celebrated
everytime county court is in session
on a Saturday. On these swapping
matches of course the participants,
never swap lies.
'Rah for Louisville.
The following is the line-up of the
players for the two games to be
played today and Sunday between
the New York National league team
New York Positions. Louisville
and the Colonels:
McGann  firstbase Meyers
Gilbert  secondbase.. Brashear
Dahlan  shortstop.... Quinlen
Devlin thirdbase.... Sullivan 1
'Mertes leftfield  Claire
Donlin centerfield... Murphy I
Brown right field  Kerwin
Bresnahan and Shaw, Stoner
Bowerman ...catchers..and Schan
Matt hew son,
McGinnity. Taylor, Paige, Carnes,
Ames and Kenna and
Verguson . .. Pitchers  McCord
Umpire— :ane. Game called at
3 o'clock.
Mathewson is booked to pitch to-
day, as he does not play ball on the I
Sabbath. He will be helped out by
McGinnity and Taylor in the open-
ing event, and Paige and Carnes will
oppose them. In the Sunday exhibi-
tion Ames and Ferguson will twirl
for the Giants. and Kenna and Mc-
Cord for the Colonels.
OUR GREATEST ARSENAL. I
_ 
Source of Supplies When the United
States Has Been Embroiled
In War.
During the civil war Rock. Island
was called into unexpected service. At
the very outbreak of hostilities the Is-
land suggested itself as a. suitable
place to care' for the prisoners of wet,
_awl extensive barracks_ were construct-
- T
1
ed, with a hospital officers' quarters
end other necessary buildings, writes
M. L. Oliver, in Four-Track News
Over 20,000 confederate prisoners were
confined there.
Horace was indeed wise when 69
counseled to prepare for war in times
of peace, but that advice was disre-
garded, and when, In 111911, war wee
declared With Spain, It foetid on
prepared, but the Rock Island utensil
promptly responded to the call. The
force of workmen was increastrafrag
MO to nearly 3,000. and tile a
articles were poured out in like pro-
portion. Even Unita it was .114 days
before the soldiers could be, made
ready for action.
Had Spain been In a position to take
advantage of the delay, our victory
might have been lees' decisive.
It is not the object of the arsenal to
encourage war, but to prepare for It
when It becomes inevitable; in the
eords of Washington: "To be pie-
pared for war Is the most effectual
Means of preserving peace."
membered for his ttnemor.able feats
when he played with Louisville, in
the old American Association days.
For the past fifteen years little had
been heard of Ramsey. He left the
Louisville club in 1888. For a timei
he played with St. Louis, but once on
the decline he shot down as swiftly
as he had risen. In a little while no
club would have his services, and lie
retired to private life.
Whisky' contributed to Ramsey's
(*. T.
engaged iii a continuous bout with





(Copyright, 1905, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
I want you to tell me. I've got my
Own ideas on the matter. Was Din-
ton coward or liar?
There is a woman in the story, and
Dinton has a straight nose, a fine
mustache, and he stands six foot one
In his socks.
Canon Dinton had one son, Maj.
Carbis one daughter. Their houses
lay near to each other In a village out-
side Gloucester.
Harry Dinton mad Mary Savernake
Carbis knew each other by sight before
either was nble to paps the time. ol
aro in words tabulated by Johnson
For some years they were wheeled out
side by side. For some years they ran
together hand in hand. Then came
Harrow, and a "school for the daugh-
ters of gentlemen" at Brighton. In
the holfdays they raced on ponies
blackberried and kissed each other in
a brothen-and-sister way. Then the
boy entered the "shop," as his father
had wished to do before him, and the
girl remained at Brighton. In the
holidays they still raced on ponies,
played tennis and golf; but they black-
berried and kissed each other no more
In a brothes-and-sister way. At 11
they were, very secretly (no one must
know), engaged to be married. Mar-
ry', aitatoohe could be twisted: just
half Matt's hair had gone up.
Jove, how time slips on from chaptei
o chepter!
Harry Dinton grew into a fine young
limn, straight-backed, clean-eyed, hare
Of hand. On the great day open which
he came down to the drawing-room in
his first uniform he looked every inch
• soldier.
"Will he do, Dlitt.011? Will he do?'
said the major, with a slight moisture
In the corners of his eyes, due very
likely to gout.
"He's a credit," replied Canon 45in
ton, in the stiffest speech he ever per
petrated, due, very Likely, to gout also
"to his father, to his friends, and tc
the nation."
"Eh, Mary my dear, eh?"
"Yes. indeed!" said Mary, while in
her heart she cried: "He's a man, and
he's mine—he's mine."
And then Harry "joined," and Degas
to live as most of them live; he bought
things he couldn't afford, and gambled
and paid up with other people's money,
and flirted a little with young married
women. Soon, quite soon, his mental
perspective began to change. The
three figures which hitherto had
*warted all others In his sight became,
respectively, "dear old dad," "fuzzy
eld chap," "poor little Mary."
Poor little Mary read, and re-read,
sad kept his letters—we know the let-
ters—and laid her Sowers, her heart,
her faith, her trust, at the foot or the
pedestal upon which she had placed
the image of the man who would never
betray. Tor you must understand that
Mary was no ordinary girt
She was a hero worshiper, an eatku-
Mast an optimist • believer in things;
NM was very simple. So far as she
knew, she bad never possessed a moth-
er, you will remember. siler environ-
ment also kept her from becoming an
other girls are. The country eras all
she needed. Her garden, her animals,
the management of her father's house,
tilled her days. Her dissipations were
the croquet matches she played with
the Canon and her father, till the light
failed, to to followed by cut-throat
bridge With them under the green-
"Laded lamp. She needed no frocks.
She attended no sales. She borrowed
so money. She met no "smart" peo-
ple. She saw no life, but she lived
to her own complete satisfaction in her
dull, stupid village. There were the
letters, you will remember. (We know
the letters.)
Do not for a moment run away with
the notion that Harry did not believe
the high-flown, not badly-worded sen-
timents he professed tri-weekly to the
young woman be was to marry. At
that time he did, although he received
many three-cornered notes from a Mrs.
Tarporley, who kept open house and
possessed no available husband. He
maid to himself that the whole thing
was differ4nt; that, really and truly,
Mary was the only woman in the
world. "One has to be ordinarily civil,
don't y' see." And so, to the surprise
of his best pal, he still continued to
play the game, more or leas according
to rules.
Than came a day when the regiment
was ordered to India. Harry spent his
leave at hom4 For the first few days
the general petting he received was
very pleasing .Thenthe croquet bored
him, and playing bridge for love didn't
amuse. It was all so quiet, so slow,
ea off-the-map. There were many
things be was missing, the opera, with
4-4net that doesn't matter; a new play;
a polo match at Hurlingham. Of
course, Mary woe the most beautiful
art la the world allit all that; but why
didn't somebody tell beer not to wear
dreeses cut in thatwayT They weren't
Worn. 41 her hair—nobody did llnif
thst. re manner. Everything irri.
'OW blip.
Wine he kept stylus, in a•
&Aimed way, In the watches Of the
night; "I donne, ran sure. Dear old
dad used to seem such a grand chap at
one time—sech a distinguished man,
built big alit all that. Now he strikes
one as a rather common-place fusser.
I mean—Oh, dash It all, how rotten
everything is! And then, take the ma-
jor. What a feeble—Oh, well, I sup-
pose I'm out of condition. It's liver,
or lack of exercise. .1 wonder why the
devil I haven't heard from Edith& for
-42 whole dos!, . . . Poor little
Mary, she is a dear! Just the same as
she always wan. Full of poetry and
heroism, and a sort of deadly cheerfui
earnestness. I ' wish to goodness her fa-
ther would take her down to London,
and let her see how other people do
things. Wth any luck she might meet
another man. She—Oh, dash every-
thing! I'm certain I ain't fit."
On the last day of his leave Mary
took the man who would never betray
to the place where they had first kisseo
--not in the brother and sister manner
The poor child was on the verge ce
a breakdown. Only a very strong will.
effort kept away a great burst of weep
ing. Harry was touphed and ashamed
and full of self pity. They stood si
lently for a minute or two looking iota
the deep, swift stream, spanned by a
rustic bridge declared to be unsafe
The world was full of music.
"Good-by," whispered Mary.
"Good-by," said Harry, taking her in
his arms. "You will—write often? .
. . What?"
"By every mail. And you?"
"Of course."
A tremendous wave of sympathy
came over him, and he kissed her with
something of the old boyish are.
Instantly she flung her arms around
his neck and told him, incoherently,
with tears and laughter, what he was
to her, what he had always been, what
he would always be. "I am one ol
those queer people," she said. "who
having made an idol, could never see
it shattered and live. If you forgot
me, Harry—forgive me, darling, fin
suggesting such an absolutely absurd
should throw myself into this
river and drown."
"I don't believe you," said Harry
trying to speak lightly.
"As God is in Heaven," said Mary
Not strangely—there is nothing
strange in this world, pa we all know—
love took Edltb• Tarporley to India
too. And until his leave came round
again—a matter of some dosens ot
months--she and Harry waved aside
the rules of the game.
Remembering the horrible solemnity
and determinatiou in Mary's voice as
they stood by the river, Earry, hero,
continued to write by almost every
mail to the girl he was to marry, hop-
ing always, in a feeble kind of way,
that another man would come along
with whom she would fall in love,
knowing that she would never in hem
life love anyone except himself.
It cannot be said that Harry wan
happy. Mary was. Wasn't she to mar-
ry the man who would never betray?
Two days before he left India be
swore to be true to Editha, and she
hung round hie neck much as Mary had
done, telling him that she was not
afraid. He would wait till she was
free, she knew. I t.hiuk I said that
his nose was straigb%;, that his mous-
teeth was fine, and that he stood six
toot one in his socks.
A wire was handed to him on board.
It ran In this way: "Henry has passed
away. Cable just arrived. I am
broken-hearted. Come back soon to
FARM." And the words danced in his
brain all the way home to the MU*
village outside Gloucester.
His father found in him a men he
didn't know. A little startled, but not
without pleasure, pride and excitement,
'he began at once to cultivate his son's
acquaintance. The major knew the
climate of India, and put the change
down to that Mary welcomed him
quietly and the Canon and her father
noticed for the first time that she, too,
had changed. Here was a woman who
had been a child.
There was much lengliter with tea.
The two oldish men vied with each
other in saying slightly cynical things,
with an air about them of knowing a
man of the world when they saw him.
Mary only looked her remarks.
Presently they found themselves,
Mary and Harry, going instinctively
to the river.
For some time, while the sun set,,
they talked commonplaces, but with
an obvious strain. Then maidenly, as
though she could stand It so longer,
Mary got up and ran to the middle oi
the bridge. Its rotten planks creaked
horribly.
"Mary," cried Harry, "come back!"
He made a plunge at the bridge to
-take her into safety.
"If you come on the bridge, too, it
will break and I shall fall in."
"Why stand there?" he cried fran-
tically.
Mary spoke very quietly, as though
saying something she had carefully re-
hearsed.
"A week before you came home I re-
ceived a letter from an old school-fel-
low who Is in India. She I.: !married to
a man in your regiment and knows
you."
"Oh!" said Harry. "Be quick. It's
cracking!"
_ 21Eihe's a woman L.h—gut meet kuo
to tell an untruth. Se warns nu
against you, and tells me that you
and a Mrs. Tarporley—am I to believe
that? You know why I am standing
here. I told you what I should do
Have you and Mrs. Tarporley—"
For an Instant Dinton hesitated. It
he said yes, there would be no (Matadi
in his way to prevent marriage wit!
Editha. If he said no, he would bi
obliged to marry a women he no longsm
loved, no longer eared *lout
"No," he cried. 'It's a lie."
"On 'lour honeirt"
"On my honer as a gentleman."
vifth a great cry, Mart made a run
and, as the worm-oaten plank gays
way, scrambled up t*a bank and flung
herself Into the anise of the man who
would never betray.
Royal Riker.
The eultan of Turkey owtis more
than 200 bicycles, some with gold and
silver mountings. It Is said that he
could earn a good salary as trick rider
He also has a weakliest' tor motor ears
and grand planes.









TO ADVERTISE OUR NEW PLACE OF BUSINESS I OFFER
THIS GREAT SALE OF WALLPAPER AT MANUFACTURER'S
PRICES. THIS SALE BEGINS MARCH 26TH, ENDING SATUR-
DAY MARCH 31. IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT GREAT OPPORTU-
NITIES COME TO EVERYONE, BUT MOST PEOPLE FAIL TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEM. SUCH WALLPAPER OPPORTU
NITIES AS THIS SALE AFFORDS ARE NOT LIKELY TO EXIST
AGAIN FOR MANY HOUSE CLEANING TIME& NOW IS THE
TIME TO BUY, SHREWD BUYERS DON'T GIVE OTHER PEO-
PLE MUCH TIME TO GET AHEADD OF THEM WHEN SUCH
BARGAINS AS THESE ARE OFFERED.
sc PAPER @ alActs. PER ROLL.
fic PAPER @ sets PER ROLL.
toe PAPER AT 7 cts PER ROLL.
15c PAPER AT 12cts PER ROLL.
WE CARRY A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE OF PICTURES,
FRAMES, MOULDING AND WINDOW SHADES IN ALL COLORS
AND MADE TO ORDER IN ANY SIZE. WE ALSO CARRY A
LARGE LINE OF ROOFING AND BUILDING PAPER AND CAN-
VAS AMID TAX.
PEOPLE OF TASTE ALWAYS COKE TO US TO FIND WHAT
THEY WANT. REMEMBER THE DATE AND PLACE,
March 26th to 31st.
CI Ci LEE  ' 115 Sway,
AN INVITATION.
To our friends and patrons:
It is with pleasure we announce
the formal opening of our new store
and factory at 121-123 North Fourth
Street, March 29th. 3oth and psi.
We will give . an . electrical
show on those dates.. A great many
manufacturers of electrical novelties
will have on display a line of their
fpecialties. We will also .have in
operation the many new automatic
machines for manufacturing our nov-
elty specialties. ..Our .automobile
showroom will also be an attraction.
Thanking our many friends for
past favors, we remain, very truly. ..
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., Inc.
Paducah, Ky.
-01,1.000111 01 • 40 411101.•• ••••111.1.
MOTH_9 tfiNfitit 8t CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
SOU III 1 HMI) ST. PAUCAH, K
10 V. ALLTYOICENT„,...*a.-bttheaseoaraugAt=MO catalogue11110.0111 at 41.13Pr j. We 'MK •
DO NUT DRIYA warms from meyorw,mry ref,
Or OS dor &hod gig= embItteeele4Wave necelwed env complete Tree ate-
liers's@ Ubistre every hied of bigh-grade and low
raabolete:=Lii latest models, and learn of- our remarkable Uratar
thateallhal midis possible by selling from factory
Ores to rider with nO takkilemen's profit&
/Ur ale allgallatid a 
Pay tb. 
mak. e other ' liberal terms bwhich no o' ndtaher
bums in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu-
Ilia information by simply writing us • postal.
We need • fligdp, Again, in every town and can offer an opportunity
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES 0 N L ‘if
WomerodilooPer14:1! $ .80  
sit. 8 0
PER PAIR
We Will doll NAILS, TACKS
OR GLASSTow a Sa
OUT DIE AIRPak. far "el;
(CASH Willi ORDEN 14.55)
WONT LET
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. Notice the think imbiber treed"A" and pnneture stripe "Ili"
Serious punctures, like intentional knifercuts, can and "Li," also rim strip "Bi-
bs wnkanited like any oda* tire. to pretreat rim cutting. This
—THI11111001 TIMM II IOW W. Mir
sold Mai year. 
 • tire waft essidee• amp *theeausire-801117, KLAEITIC and
EASY RIDING.iliffsplyiee Theseaall •31,51101 all sizes. it is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
of9 rallber, which sever becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
inn taumase. e hive hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
is 
l 
bee*ascent twice in a whole season. They weigh no more than
thale•
in roads is ovonmaise lig Waist" Mild WWI preeents all air frotn being
• senastioa cosmos ly felt when riding on asphalt
Eking gives by Several layers of thin, specially
ta on the treed. That "
sainsesed out beteeia•Ate
 inecini to the rider
aced tovercoat 1 suction, e lin price of these
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Anyone failing le receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. 
Tele-
phone Cumberland$11.
Saturday Morning, March 3t, 'go&
Bribers of Jurors. •
The Louisville Evening 'in
discussing the confession of the
Newport juror who was bribed by
certain lawyers, says:
"There can be ri`o. more serious
offense than bribing a juror. Packing
juries 'and bribing juries strike at
the very foundation of civilized so-
ciety and will shake the very pillars
of the temples of justice. We all
deprecate it; we all condemn it; we
all denounce it; but it goes on pear
after year. Members of the bar
know that it goes on; officers of
the commonwealth know that ;t
goes on; but they ignore it because
it is a matter difficult of proof. The
work done is done clandestinely,
done with great secrecy and neces-
sarily with great skill.
"tut the more, insidious the dis-
ease, the more imperative the call
for a remedy. The conflict between
order and bribery is an irrepressi-
ble conflict. Under our form of
government we leave the determina-
tion of all questions affecting life,
reputation, property, even the tenure
of office to certain tribunals, ask-
ing only impartial hearing and a fair
decision. When neither is secured,
•when bribery or bulldozing, when
the offer of place or the payment
of money determines these issues,
society has reached a condition of
anarchy, a condition of mob law,
and it must hasten to alter these
conditions or it invites untold
calamities.
"A government that cannot eradi-
cate bribery; that cannot protect the
ballot box and the jury box; that
cannot punish men who' rob the
people at the polls and then rob
litigants in the Courthouse cannot
long endure and ought not long
endure."
inspectors start on their rounds.
Register has no desire to see any
citizen haled before the court, but
if .the health department will give
the public to understand that the
premises means to clean up or go
before the court,. It will on)), be
a short while before Paducah will
be the cleanest city in the country.
The board of public works will co-
operate with the health board and
see that the public highways and
natural drains are kept in a sanitary
condition, and the least every citi-
zen could do would be to lend his
hearty co-operation towards better-
ing the sanitary condiaions of the
city.
While contributions to campaign
funds by officers • of concerns in
charge of other people's money, is
classed by some as larceny, we can
also readily see where such contri-
butions are a species of bribery, or
the purchase of favorable laws, or
the purchase of immunity from op-
pressive laws. In" any event, such
eiiritribtitions carry with them an
ulterior motive. Politicians . who
Wel up corporations are in a sense
criminals, and thrice who suffer
themselves so be held up, are like-
wise something of a criminal. If
at first they do not exact a return
for contributions it is only a matter
of time befceria2i.they will te " seeks
ing legislation that will not only
ee them r et back Cue amount
of their 'contributions, but to rob
the publitt.:.: • •
There is too much money used in
the elections' in this country, and
the quicker the lid is clapped on
the better for the public. If the
strong arm of the law will only
reach out and make examples !
"Officers ciT col-potations, a-Trang Id
. ,
will be taken towards purifying the
elections.
Owing to heavy rains in Arkan-
sas, the returns from tist stare
.The local health board is plan-
ing a 'vigorous campaign against 1,
trash and filth and next week the
The
primary Wednesday are slow -com-
ing in. At last accounts, in the
senatorial rate, Senator Berry wit
leading Governor Jeff Davis by
2.000 votes, and indications arc that
Davis is falling considerably behind
his vote of tope.
The Ohio senate has unanimously
passed the railroad rate bill -which
carries with it an anti-pass amend-
ment prohibiting any state or public
officer from accepting a railroad
pass, under penalty of forfeiting his
office and fine of from $500 to
$ I moo. •
In one column of a large daily is
an account of a millionaire present-
ing his SOil 'with a million dollar
home as a wedding gift, and in the
next column is an account of the
probable strike of coal miners in-
volving 534,000 workmen which will
affect their homes containing be-
tween 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 per-
sons. The loss in wages is esti-
mated at $2,500,000 a week. In one
instance a wedding gift will bring
joy directly to several persons only,
and in the other instance millions
of 'people will be directly affected
with hardships. Such is life.
A SOLD-OUT PARTY.
Dr. David Graham Phillips makes
a few pointed remarks on the sub-
ject of campaign funds. Says he:
"Did you ever thinic where the
millions for watchers, spell-binders,
halls, processions, posters, pamphlets
that are spent in national, state and
local campaigns come froAlt? Who
pays the big election expenses of
your congressman, of the men you
send to the legislature to iskct sena-
tors? Do yeti imagine those who
foot the bills are fools? Don't you
know that they make sure of get-
ting their money back, with interest,
compound upon compound? Yout*
candidates get rdOst of the money
for their campaigns from the party
committees; and the central party
committee is titer' national committee
with which congressional and state
and local committees are affiliated.
The bulk of the money for the
'political trust" comes from "the
interests."
f
iery Paid the Fine.
A Texas correspondent tells how
an obstinate juryman was cirsaim-
vented by his fellow judges of the
facts. The offense charged was as!'•
sault with intent to murder. After
the jury hasiArip'.out about two
hours it returned the following ver-
dict; "We, the jury, find the de-
fendent guilty of aggravated assault,
and, assess his punishment- at $25
fine and herewith pay the fine." On
inquiry as to the meaning of the
last clause of the verdict it came
out that eleven of the jurors had
agreed that the defendant was not
guilty, but the twelfth doggedly
hung out for a conviction for aggra-
vated, assault and would not consent
to a puniiitment less than a fine of
$25. Finding it a hopeless task to
bring over the obstinate one to their
way of thinking. the eleven finally.
decided to agree with him and
"chipped in" enough to pay the
fine.—Law Notes. 6
But It Is Not in the Union.
A certain city of the Southwest is
getting ready for a great bookn in
building and construction' work be-
ginning with April.
More than $5oo.00o is to be ex-
pended in additions to waterworks
and -aewers, and nearly' $200,000 in
street paving.
The railroads are preparing to
make local improvements costing
$5oo000 and many residences and
large business honses are planned.
This city is not in one of the older
states nit Or en state at all.
It is 0 home City, svhi-c-fi,-Vis—ng
with many other bustling and pro-
gressive cities In the Twin Terri-
tories, is kepcout of the a Union
while the senate and the house play
poltics with statehood.--St. Louis
Republic.
Don't Know—Search Us.
"What character of men have we
in our legislature?" asks the Rich-
mond. Climax. "that will steal bitls
before and after their passage with
the same conscienceless and re-
morseless cunning of the porch-
climber of horse-thief?" Then the
Climax suggests the horse whip as a
rsmedy.
Bad Place Por Him.
According to the SprIngfeld Sun,
when Ben Johnson takes his seat ;ft
congress As a representative from
the Fourth Kentucky district, there
Will be at least pne man in the Na-
tional congress who is a total ali-
Mg stainer.
STEAL IN 'TERRITORY
Senator La Follette Declares That
Railways Want to Seize Four
Billions Worth of Coal Lands
—Tilaman Stands With
Him.
Citing geological survey figures
putting the value of the coal latillj
segregation in Indian Tetritory at
more than $4,000,000,000 and in effect
charging that congress is toying with
a bill that may hide the most gigan-
tic steal of modern times, Senator
Robert M. La Follette, of Wisconsin,
today electrified t he senate- during
the dbatr on :the.'cblifttreiettit report
upon the bill winding' tip •no affairs
of t.he five civiRred. tribes.
"If senatOrer; eaft vealp the vast
value of this land," said Senator La
Folktte, "thei serum will all a halt
here and now; and wait until the reso-
lution providing for a senatorial ‘in-
vestigation of the coal lands. is passed
and a report made upon it."
'The bill went .to conference be-
tween the 'hopes two weeks ago. It
was returned to the senate with a
provision allowing the secretary of
the interior to lease the Wide and
authorizing the seeretary to investi-
gate himself • andiVeport -them, is a
basis for a school fund.
'As a result of, the opposition
against the conference feriort today,
which was voiced by SenatOrs clark
of Wyoming, Clark of Montana, Pat-
terson of Colorado, Hale of Maine,
Tillman of South Carolina, Spooner
and La Follett d 'of Wisconsin, the
bill undoubtedly :will be sent back to
conference tomorrow.
(When Senator La Follette got the
floor he held it an hour, and he start-
ed fight in to hammer the coal lands
conference provision. He declared
that he had carefully studied the re-
ports of the United States survey,
whose agents had run out and' locat-
ed veins of coal on every one of th.!
437,734 acres of land.
Says Royalties Alone are Worth
$175,000,000.
"These veins have been carefully
survryed out," he said." Of the total,
loc000 acres, or a little less than one-
fourth, already have been leased. The
operations of mining upon these leas-
es has detdrmined that the ultimate
value in royalties alone would be $acio
per acre. I have carefully Inquired
from the geological survey, and am
convinced that this is a fair average
of the remaining lands. -It is a most
remarkable deposit of coal. "Compu-
tations would show the land's to be
worth in royalties alone $175,000,000.
Senator Tillnan, the "cornfield law-
yer," then got onto his feit said
be had investigated the coallts of
Indian Territory .•• He went La Fol-
lette one better-and dec the
railroads, directly or ind ,con-
trol every lease in the Territeiry.
"The railroads are trying to get
control of every deposit of coal in
the country," shouted ,the South Car-
olina senator. "Ws must take tv)
false step in this matter. Here .are
some deposits of coal we can contrqk
The railroads have almost ail- of it in
other sections of the country. We
should look out for ths5 Indians, and
for the millions of whi(e men who
are already in the country affected,
and to be there in the future. This
coal is to be the fuel of the entire
section.
"Then why not hold the coal land
in perpetuity? Why dispose of tt.em
at all? Pay the Indians for them at
a reasonable valuation. then let 
the
government lease the lands in such a
way as to perfectly protect the 
peo-
ple who are dependent upon the 
fuel
'ands give the Indians an interest 
M
the product."
The Pewee Valley Confederate
Home's New Comrnandes„
Senator Henry George. of Graves
county, wt.i be the new commandant
of the Confederate Home at Pewee
Va#ey. 'This is the tip which has
leaked out here since the adjourn-
ment of the general assembly. Col.
Coleman' is the present head of the
institution and it is understood that
he has indicated that his resignation
will soon be offered. Senator
George was one of the Democratic
leaders of the Upper House. He was
--the -eatteusi-ielsairmaft- -p4--die. -senate_
during the senatorial fightmapd latzr
on led the campaign -for the county
until bill, and for placing a llor on
the rectifiers of the state tVough
the gallon unit system.
A musements
Matinee Today.
With a matinee this afternoon and
the night performance The Rodney
Stock company will conclude their
engagement at The Kentucky. To-
night's bill will be the four act de-
tective story by Sir Conan Doyle
entitled "Sherlock Holmes."
The price is the greatest of all
plays in that line, it having had the
greatest run of any dramatic play
ever produced in New York City.
The piece will be put on in its en-
tirety tonight along with the usual
number of specialties introduCed be-
tween acts. .
Mr. Rodney and Miss Vane Cal-
vert have many friends since their
stay in Paducah and a large audi-
ence will be out at both perform-
ances to say good bye to these
clever actors.
Before and After.
Leo Districhstein, the well-known
actor and playright, is to be honored
like' Clyde Fitch by the publication
in book form of his complete series
of plays. He has won, perhaps, his
greatest popularity by his extremely
witty and funny farces, such as
"Vivan's Papas," "All on Account nf
Eliza,' and "Ate You a Moson?" His
latest laughter-hit, "Before and
After," whicla has just finished a
record run at Mrs. Fiske's Theatre
in New York, is declared to be his
masterpiece in the comic line. He
has. however, .achieved recognition
also as' a writer of serious drama by
such admirable plays as "A South-
ern Romance," "Gossip," (by which
Mrs. Langtry starred,) "The Last
Appeal," and "The Song of the
Sword," which he wrote for E. H.
Southern. This last named play has
already been published in book
form. In all, his plays number more
than a baker's dozen. At The Ken-
tucky Mionday night.
Must Have Been Stein'
The Lexington Leader wat all
worthless and stray canines flied,
especially stray ones, maki?tg the
night hideous and endanger lft the
lives of men, women and children.
"Every dog which has I not ap
owner; every dog whose own x does
not keep that dog at home,ilieuld
be killed," ad the paper adds: Dogs
and cats spread disease, besides ',one
mad dog , may ,do thousand! upon
thousands of dollars worth tal dam-
age, and it wants them all put out
of business before the races or the










22 lbs extra light brown Sugar $1.00
High Grads patent Flour (guar-
•atiteed) per bag 65c
(If not satisfactory money refunded.)
Meat, per peck tsc
Cans Standard Corn 25c
cans Fidelity Hominy 25C
cans Fidelity. Pumpkins 25C
4 cans Bartlett Pears 25c
4 cans Boston JuBnac sakedBse.ana 25c
25c
pint bottles Vermont Maple ,
Syrup.... .... .. • .... • 
4 Pitt bottles Worchestershire
Sauce.... .... ..
2 3-lb bags table Salt  • 54
4 lbs fresh Soda Crackers .  25C
8 5-cent boxes Ya Oil Sardines 25c








pint bottles Sweet Pi es. —et
3 package* Seeded Raisins 11' 'rmit
3 packagetsSeeded enriants 
3 Packages Shredded Cocoanuts. 
45c
Fancy (conntrxi_ Shoulders, pit
Fancy (country) Ham, per lb..12Sic
5 lb bucket (country) hog Lard soc
MEADOWS & FORD,




weeks ago to do similar work there,
and in addition has temporarily
taken the management of the Mur-
ray opera house, and is preparing to
feature "Blind Joe" Mangrum, the
celebrated violinist.
SICK .PEOPLE.
Mrs. Lah;s Petter Confined at Their
Home—Other Ailing.
The Coming of Adelaide Thurston.
Adelaide Thurston requires no word
is confined with an attack of illness.
Mfrs. Louis Petter of Broad street
Annual visit 30 this city
of introduction to familiarize her 
Mrs. J. W. Wingate of Meyers
li 
street is confined with an attack of
name with Theatregoers. She as 
malaria fever.passed the stage wherein it is neces-
sary to dwell upon the qualities
which have endeared her to great
following. Her musical voice, her
petite form and her charming per-
sonality are all thoroughly well-
known, and her gifts as an actress
have placed her in the estimation of
the public on a high plane of es-
teem. Her name is associated with
an earnest endeavor to present plays
of i clean, moral tone, easily suited
to the tastes and entertainmein of
the better class of playgoers and
presented with scrupulous regard to
the selection of her supporting cast,
scenery, costumes and accessoriss in their -schoolmastets.—.Shakespeare.
her new play -The Triumpli of
Betty." 
Miss Thurston's engagement here





• • • •
Actor Recovering.
Mr. Wilbur 0 Martin is able to
sit up at Riverside hospital whcre he
has been two weeks with pneumonia.
He is of the Lyman Twin., theatrical
troupe and left* here on account. of
illness. He rejoins his troupe next
week. His sister from Johti,town,
Pa., goes home today, after attend-
ing his .bedside.
Breaks Into Theatre Busintss,
Mr. Perry MalTine, former)' city
editor of the News-Democrat, went
back to his home in 'Murray two
Mrs. 1)ag Sills is confined with
malaria fever at their home on
Hayes avenue.
Judge L. D. Sanders continues at
hrs home in the Sans Souci flats at
Ninth and Monroe streets.
Mrs. Wilfred Rogers is no better.
Woe unto them that call evil
good and good evil; that put dark-
ness for light and light for dark-
ness; that put bitter for sweet and
sweet for bitter.—Isaiah.
To willful men the injuries that
they themselves procure must be




Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co.. 3o6 Broadway.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'CIREOOP.
LAWYER S.
OFFICES! Benton. Ky., rear haul,
Marshal' C.comtp: Paducah, Kr.
Room 114 Fraterni4 Building
New Phone its. (.)tri Phone 303
CLARK'S SPECIALS
Saturday, March 3.1•
ALL CAN GOODS ON EXHIBITION FOR INSPECTION.
2 25C cans Honey Dew Blackberry Preserves for 
2 23c cans Honey Dew Raspberry Prcaerves for 
3 25c cans Honey Dew iied pitted Cherrries for 
2 25c cans Honey Dew Lima .Beans for 
2 25c cans Honey w Mince Meat for 
3 15c cans Honey w Sifted Peas for 
2 20c cans -Troiley w Extra SOM. Yeas „foe 
3 Mb cans Honey Dew Bartlett Pearr for 
,3-31b cans Baked Beans for 
3 alb Greengage or Egg Plums for 
3 3Ib cans Apples for 
,I0c cans Armour's Pork and Beans for 
3 15C cans Corn Beef for 
3 31b cans. Blackberries for 
2 alb cans English Braun for 
2 111) cans California Table Peaches
3 Fancy fat Irish Mackerel for ... 
2 %lb cans Veal Loaf for 
cans New York Corn for   . 
1 21b Packages an Cake Floor and 54. pt. M. Syrupt for 
2 quart jars Sorghum, reboiled for. .  •• • • • •40 • • •t• •.• •.; 
2 quart jars Apple Butter for   •••..•••0 
2 quart 'ars jelly for 4.4 %.1 • • t• • • ilk • It • • • • I .......
2 packages Holland Rusk Bak Toast for 
3 pint bottles Sliced Sweet or 'Sour Pickles for 
5 cans Potted Ham for •• • • • • • • • ...............
Abs. Smoked Finn Haddish for 
Dozen Milchner Herring for 
2 pounds Deep Ocean Codfish for 
2 r-lb cans Fancy Red Salmon for   ••
2 lhs Limberger 'Cheese for ....• .
ImArted Swiss Cheese per pound ...... ....... 
Salted Wafer Crackers, per pound.. ...... .......

















Back of every Policy of
THWIIIITIPAL LIFE
at, New York stands
The flat barite LIN le-
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Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
Cr MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
MU ruts
BE WISE AND GL.'T A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
WATCHES.,_ a •
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS.
MODERATE. WE CARRY A













Water and Oil telers,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at,the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
gen Broetheey• *Us —
•
r. bY I ELLITU.NE .
. SUBSCRIBERS.11 WHEN AND WHERE   ALLUWANCESTOR.U_ TO WORSHIP SUNDAY 11 COMMERCIAL CLUB.
There will noteeany pet:aching to-
morrow morning ai thc Germail Lu-
theran church on South Fifth street
account Rev. Ilten going to
Dennison, Ill., to conduct services
there at the morning hour. lie, wtll
tieturn tomorrow afternoon and bOfd
English services. heee in the evening.
— but has not yet chosen his subject
, for discourse. The pastoral the New
Dennison congregation has resigned
and. tha church has been put under
charge of Ilten until some dither
is secured to succeed the regular'Oc-
cupant. ' •
First Baptist.
Rev. George' Hill viiikellatillift-10-.
morrow at the First B tist ch
lie- having selectee.'" 
.
of God* as his subject for the marn-
g
ing hour, while "A Genuine Reli i"
will be the subject for the eve
worship. The committee select to
recommend some regular st
the pulpit, h still at work
ter, inst it is not thougiiirlimpt-seili
ready to report until
if by thaffi, as they !ire
many eligibles. t t
GermanRJM,41411 3'
"Peter's Denial" will_lep tise subject
for tomorrow morn YieS 'Reship at
the Evangelical churnh on Sciuth
Fifth street by tidy. ill* Bout-
(in while his theme lol -I:he evening
sermon is "Enniffierga
vices are in the Eritaise iftt 
ser-
f-t7Tre-rn 7 . •L
Third Street I1ethMt.
"Family Illiharidsigy be spoken
on tomorrow morning by Rev. Peter
Fields at the Third street Methodist
chusch, while•at the evening hour his
talk will be oeitt"rbe Gains and, Los4
of Religion."
Last evening at the residence of
Marketrnaster Franlo Smedley on
South Fourth street, a box social
was given by the young people of
the Third street church, an during
the night boxes of luncheon prepared
by the young ladies were sold to the
gentlemen and the money turned in-
to the church treasury. A very de-
lightful time was had and quite a
snug sum netted.
•Ctnnberland Presbyterian.
Rev. Etrhman will, fill hi. pelpit to-
morrow morning and evening at the
Cumberland Pnesbyterian churnh.
Cotnrattnion will be held at the morn-
ing hour. M. John G. Miller has
gone to San Antonia, Tex., and his
Sunday school class will tomornow
mpenine be taught by Judge William
Mlarble. Sunday, 'school and the
Christian Endeavor meetings will be
held at the usual hours. Monday ev-
ening at 7:30 &thick a full meeting oil
the elders, and deacons will ba bell
at the church.
Trimble Street Methodist.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong is in Mem-
phis. Tenn., on business, but will re-
twin today and fill eis.pnlpit tomor-
row morning and night at the Trim-
ble street Methodist church.
. Tenth Street Christian.
Rey. IL Bass of the Tenth
• Street Christian church has not yer
selected his sermon's subject for to-
morrow morning's worship. but re-
quests that every member of the eon-
gnegation be present. At the even-
ing bourehistheme for diseoerse is
'The Ministry of 
Death.'V.
Mission Churches.
• Sunday school services will 1w held
tomorrow afternoon ht 3 o'clock at
the North Twelfth street' Baptist
Mission church.
At 2:300 kelock tomorrow after-
noon Sunday school services will be
conducted at the Christian Mission
church in Methanicsbung.
At 2:30 o'clock tomonrow after:
noon Sunday Achool 4111 be held at
the West Tennessee street IliethodiV
Mission church. while at 3. o'clock
preaching will be conducted there.
Grace EpiscopS1 Church.
Rector David Wright of Grace
Episcopal church will fill his pulpit
tomorrow morning and afternoon at
the regular hours. ,
First Christian. .
There will 14 Sunday school set-
•y kes an& connminion held- jo_po.froy
nwienifig at The First Christian
nharch. These Are all the services
for the day. /..
lLittle Cypress ilintiedlot•
The second quarterly conference
for the Little Cypness Methodist
citurch will * -h4d. thee April aflth
'by PPeaiding. W. Black'rOf
tilis city. At_ igur...tha churdh
will be dedicated,' sermon preached
by the elder, and Southern Harmony
singing conducted by Professor May
Trice of this county, and 'Editor Jas.
Lenon of Mayfield'. Dinner will be
seeved- on the ground at noon. The
conference work is taken up at 2:30
ia'clwk„in the afternoon. while that
night preaching will be held at 7:30
o'clock. The following day, Sunday,
services fill be held at 11 O'clock,
Rev. W. A. Watts of /Lovelaceville,
filling the pulpit.
Mhisionary ▪ S▪ ociety.
The Junior Warden Missionliry So-
ciety of the Broadway Methodist
church will meet this afternoon at 4
o'clock with Mirs Samuel T. Hnbbard
di Tenth and Jefferson streets.
First Pnesbyterian.
Rev.'M E. Care of the First Pres-
byterian Zliurch will tomorrow morn-
ing preach on "The 'Higher Things"
while for the evenity hour his theme






Seems the Father Suddenly Dis-
appeared One Day Years Ago
With His Little Daughter.
Quite an interesting c.alse is
brought to surface by receipt-of. AI
letter by Chief iames Collins of
the police force of this city, from
Mrs. Effie Eversale of Leavenwoith,
Kan., who asks that the Paducah
authofties help locate her mother,
Mrs. Mary Lewis who lived in this
oity some few years ago. The de-
velopments show that the mother
was drowned a few years ago while
.crossing a creek through which was
gushing a volume of water.
Mrs. Eversale wrote the chief that
she greatly desired to locate her
mother whom she had not seen for
years. and the chief turned the com-
munication over to Detective Moore
and Baker of the local force, and
the latter took it ,up.
They find that when Mrs. Ever-
sale was only eight years of age,
her father one day down in Graves
county left home "With the girl to
make some purchases in a nearby
town, the mother left at the resi-
dence.
Instead of making the purchases
intended ancrgoing back home, the
father left for parts unknown with
the child and was never heard of
again by the wife and mother, Mrs.
Lewis.
'Finally some years ago Mrs.
Lew's came, to this city where for
long while she worked as a do-
mestic in the home of Mrs. Henry
Weil at Sixth and-Broadway. After-
writs she went to resicle with the
family of Attorney John G. Miller.
Shi quit that position' and went to
other cities to live and the Iasi
heard of her was that while Cross-
ing a creek at some point, she got
drowned.
The above is the history of the
case from this end of the line, and
the detectives will today write Mrs.
Eversaly to tell her what they
learned of her mother.
The daughter in tier letter did not
state *bete she and her father went
after he tookeher from home years
ago, therefore their portion of the
family history is not known. On
growing to womanhood, the girl
was married and now makes Leav-
cnviiiith" -fiTaine.
Christianity commands us to pass
by injuries; policy, to let them pass
by us—Franklin.
Fraud is the ready minister of in-
jiistke.2-43urke.
The itreet is full of humiliations
t0 the proud.—Emerson.
COMMITTEE THINKS CITY
NEEDS ALL THE MONEY 0
OBTAINAttLE.
•
Commercial Cub Held an Interesting
Bi-monthly Meeting Last Even-
ing at General Assembly
Chamber.
Last -cvening at the meeting of the
finance committee meeting for the
council and aldermen, the committee-
men decided not to allow the Coin-
mercial Club $1,5oo out of the public
treasury to help advertise the city
and assist in landing business indus-
tries for Paducah. the committee
did not frame up any report on the
subject to be submitted to the meet-
ings of the full boards next week in
writing, but this is the result of their
discussions of the proposition.
The state legislature that has just
closed at Frankfort adopted a bill
empowering cities to donate out of
the publif treasury what moneys they
deemed advisable to advertise and
help boom a town. The bill does not
become effective until next June.
The Commercial Club wants the
city authorities to donate $1,5oo to
help push along the work and the
finance committee toqk up the mat-
ter last evening when that body met
at t,lie city auditor's office for pur-
pose of checking up financial matters
-of the city.
The committee figured over the
fixed 'expenditures of the city for this
year, and also-the revenue expected
from taxes, licenses and other. sour-
ces. After looking into the finances
in detail, and expenditures, the com-
mittee found that although a contin-
gent fund of about $25,000 had been
provided' for, there had' already been
ordered expenditures sufficient to re-
duce this fund to $to,000, while it
was yet to be drawn upon for differ-
ent things. The balance of the ex-
penses of the city are fixed by ordi-
nance and cannot be changed.
The investigation showed that the
municipality would need more money
than provided for, therefore the com-
mittee decided not to recommend the
$1.5o0 for the club as every cent of
the revenue will be needed.
Although the committee concluded
not to recommend, the question may
be brought up for full discussion at
next week's meetings of all board
members.
Last night in the general assembly
chamber of the /City Hall the Com-
mercial Club held its hi-monthly
gathering, that as an open meeting
at which time speeches were made
by different parties pertaining to the
commercial up-growth and advance-
ment of the community. Talks wert,
made by Messrs. George C. Wallace,
Hal S. Corbett, Richard T. Lightfoot
and David W. Coons. Mr. Charles
Weill.: was to have spoken buk ac-
count illness was compelled t re-
frain.
Despite the inclemency of the
weather, quite a crowd was out jand
the assembly chamber was well lied
by people hearing the timely remarks
Whicff tended to show what had been
accomplished and that contemplatud:
THE WEATHER MAN.
Chief Moore of the Weather Bureau
Announced in New York That
a His Department May Issue
let Forecast for a Month. f
"The wearlier bureau believes that
for the first time in the history of
meteorological' sfience, it was with-
in its grasp the scientific basis of
longrange weather forecasting—that
is, forecasts of the character of,the
month to come. The details are yet
to be completed, and the system will
not be adopted for several months
to come.
may be possible, and I believe
it will be, to tell you New Yorkers
and members of Maritime Exchange
before this time next year what the
character of the coming month will
be."
--Tliat wilt be all right Mr. Moore
always providing however, that you
will never, no never again dish us
out another dodgasted month dike
this March has been. Why sir, out
here where we reside, it has rained
do much and so continuously that
water has become aboslutely repug-
nant to the taste of a large major-
ity of etts Kentuckians.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
2023a—Cartright & Carr, Grocery,
Clay between i6th and 17e.
1584—Graham, J. W., Res.., 414
Tenn.
1409—Holt, E. E., Res., lam N.
52th.




Like other commodities, telephone
service should be paid according to
its value.
We have in the city about 2,8cio
subscribers or five•times as many as
the Ind pendent Co., outside the city
and within the county. we have 63
times as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same' rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people fom your home. Cali






Will be jceenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.









Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
5()L• and SI_ Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone Itri& Clay Sta.. phone 31.
EDGAR W. -WHITT MORE,
RE.AL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EsTierk. vanipm KENTUCKY FARMS. SAS,MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IfErrERN
KIWITUCKV REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PFUCT. LIST
















for Sick and Injured Only.
253 sounti T HIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 4o.
NEW PHONE 334. PADUCAH, KY.
,11!..N.IrdIIIMMIIMIEM•11=••••••••/.10,. 
Next to WashingOishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-duce. Unless, of course, you own a 
d
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St, 325 Kentucky A7enue.
mmormummgrymel•MINNUMMIN INII
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (US*
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purpotes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE STI, PADUCAH, KY.




We Make Shoes to Order
309Proadway, - - . Paducah, Ky.
esi
$5.00tp14100.00F 1
We have any stylelyou









We have any style You




AMERICA MOTHER OF ASIA.
Singular Theory Advanced by Cana-
dian Student of Racial
History.
here are few, if any, in the world who
'know the American Indian better than
L. 0. Armstrong, the chief of the Cana.
ellen Pacific railway colonization de-
partment. Mr. Armstrong's work takes
him iuto the out-of !us-way places of
the dominion, and lie has found many
opportunities to add spice and variety
to an exceptionally busy life by studies
of the primitive tribes.
Mr. Armstrong strongly holds to the
theory that the Asiatic people original-
ly migrated—that they were, in fact, de-
scendants of the tribes now known as
American Indians. He has sometimes
illustrated this claim by dressing Japan-
ese in Indian costumes and Indians in
Japanese costumes and then challeng-
ing people to distinguith between the
'two.
0
He points to the recent announce-
ment that'M. K. Jesup, president Of the
American Museum of Natural History,
is about to publish the results of elabor-
ate investigations into the question as
to whether America peopled the world.
The investigations conducted for seven
years by prominent ethnologists of
America r.nd Russia are said to show
conclusively that the Asiatic peoples
came originally from this continent,I
sod that the primitive culture of Ameri-
;1ca as transplanted Into Asia and then
to max to become the civilization of
pea ,historic peoples.
"I have a great many curious evi-
dences of this in the notes that I have
collected from time to time," said Mr.
Armstrong. "The theory first occurred
to me through the striking physical re-
semblance between the Ojibway 'pilaw
and the Japanese, and also by the fact
that, the Ojibways have the same totem
as the Japanese, which is a crane stand-
ing on a turtle. There are many other
little proofs. For instance, In neittiF
the Ojfbway not the Japanese language
are there any 'swear words.' The social
position of the woman in both nations is
the same. She has little voice in the
management of domestic matters, but is
a worker."
CONCERNING BIG FORTUNES
Those Legitimately Won and Benev-
olently Used Are Favor-
ably Regarded.
A good big fortune is an interestlig
phenomenon. sad a _very interesting
factor in civilization. I shouiu be sorry
to see big fortunes go so much out of
fashion that nobody would any longer
care to heap one up, writes Edward S.
Martin, in Atlantic. If nobody
built palaces, and made a mar-
ket for the larger sizes of dia-
monds and the best pictures, and
navigated the sea in big yachts and the
land in automobiles 30 feet long—if no-
body, so to speak, had money to throw at
birds, and threw it. life would not be
nearly so lively and decorative as it is.
I had almost rather, if I were quit of all
personal responsibility about it. that
some people hogged great fortunes than
that there should be none. And I had a
great deal !either that, due provision of
big fortunes should be acquired in ft
ways by fit men. Few of us, I think,
object to big fortunes per se. We don't
want too great a proportion of the na-
tional wealth to get Into too few hands,
as has happened already, and is happen-
ing more and more. We don't want out
laws, or the breach of them, to give an
unfair advantage fo the very rich who
want to be richer, at the cost of the poor.
But to fortunes legitimately won by men
It to win them, and who merely levy a
lawful tribute on benefits conferred on
the community, we have no objectioset
all. Bach fortunes are the signs of gen-
eral prosperity. We ilk., to see thee
grow. and admire the spending of them
in lb* same @Ora In whicb we admire
the lavish diffusion of sunshine. There
is no objection to riches, then, provided
the right men gather them In the right
ways.
BRICKS WRAPPED IN PAPER
Pressed and Glazed Kinds Done Up
Carefully to Save Them
from Injury.
Bricks might not seem delicate ob-
jects that would require wrapieng up
to save them from damage, but many
thousands of bricks are now so pro
teen.' to keep them from chIppins
e transportation and handling.
Common red bricks for backs of wade
and for fillers are still handled just 83
they have always been—stacked to
gether and dumped from the wagoes
-are-tietivrred; -but-vnir
so with pressed brick for front walls
or with glazed bricks.
Pressed bricks have, to be sure, dl -
ways been handled with care and
stacked with hay spread between he
layers, but they go a good deal further
than' that with glazed bricks, of which
many are now used. These are
wrapped up for shipment, each individ-
ual brick in a wrapper of corrugated
en embossed paper, in which it is
eushillabel al well fia wraPINid.
It ogees sossethketa to WU* 4151 Wake,
to this way, but it costs leas than the
damage to the bricks unwrapped would
amount to, and so there may be seen
nowadays big sleek, or brisk& with
every brick done up in a. paper.
;ANXIOUS ABOUT DEER
1GUIDES IN ADIRONDACKS FEARANOTHL3 HARD WINTER.
Valuable lledlciae.
• '''Doctor, I want to tha-a you for
your valuable medicine."
• "It helped you, didIt" asked the Stray Storiere.
Soctor, very much pleased.
State That Large Numbers of the
Animals Were Billed by Sever-
ity of the Last Two
Seasons.
Adirondack guides and the sports-
men who hue: in the north woods
are hoping telt the coming winter
will not be se -hard on the deer as
the last two seasons have been, re-
ports the New York Sun.
One of the e :idea in the Big Moose
district said last spmmer that a
third of all O.: deer in that part of
the Adirondacl i had died of exposure
and starvation during the last two
years. A Sarenac guide who had
been up in the northwest klArt of the
region during Pie winter saM half tbe
deer 'there hat' lied.
This was pr ''7 an exaggeration,
thotish there i, loubt that the Ices
was great. 1..aa after man will tell
you of passing anywhere from two
or three to seven or eight dead ani-
mals in a Cagle U 13 cro3sir.g from
one point to alothel.
It. may seem strange to seeak of
deer dying from expos-ire. but -that.
addell to their weakeaed comittion out
to lack of toed, was actually what
killed hundreds of them.
In the winter they feed on any
green things which they can find un-
der the snow, and also on the young-
•-• ahoots of the heruloclz trees. If
• re is. heavy snow which lies long
: the ground tney get along very
well. The snow protects the foliage
underneath it, and if it Is deep, with
a crust, the deer can feed cu hemlock
shoots which they could not possibly
reach from the ground.
But if it Is bitter cold, with little
snow, there is ine protection for low
sproyts, and those which are not
quickly eaten freeze to a worthless
condition. Then the deer eat all the
hemlock shoots within reach of the
ground. After that they starve. At
any rate, they become so weak that
they cannot bear what comes next.
A year ago it was no unoommon
thing for guides to see several deer
together, each with a saddle of snow
on its back. The snow cakes must
have been there for some time, but the
animals had reached so low an ebb
of vitality that there was not enough
warmth in their bodies to melt the
snow.
There were heavy snowfalls during
these trying salmons, but they were
almost immediately followed by a vio-
lent thaw or pouring rain, which in
its turn was followed by a sharp
freeze.
All through the Adirondacks guides
attempted to save the deer. They
felled hemlocks so that the animals
could browse on the branches which
had been out of their reach. They
even scattered grain where deer were
in the habit of passing.
At Big Moose lake when deer were
seen coming along the ice men would
go out with a sack of grain and semi-
ter it across the course the ani-
mals were taking, then get back out
of the way.
In spite of these efforts the deer
died by scores. A man cam. Into Bin
Moose one day, having walked acrcas
from one of the logging camps, and
said that he had passed one bunch of
seven deer, a.nd be doubted if any of
them lived through the day. It was
that way all through the mountains,
so that it is small wonder that con-
siderabl • anxiety is felt that the com-
ing season should be a favorable one
for the herds.
Electrical Wonders.
Alalciln's le=lzary and all the won-
ders of the fairy teles cannot compare
with the modern magicians In every
day twentieth century engineers,
whose marvels, up to 1902, are de-
-tailed In a recent government census
report. In the year the census was
taken there were 3,620 central electric
etatIons, representing $500,000,000;
10,000 officers and laborers, whose
wages amounted to $20,000,000; 125,-
000 miles of wire had been laid; 419,-
000 arc lamps and 18,000,000 Inca's
eleacent 18.81.Pil- were _ in sarvi__ Ihn
stations had an output of 3,300,000,000-
horse power hours, with a daily out-
put of nearly 13,000,000 horse power
hours, which is approximately equiva-
lent ecithe work possible were every
man in the country to spend the day
in turning a crank.
Made Him Fly.
Patience—They said if he married
her she'd make an angel of him.
Patriee—Well, a000mplished
part of the e011111191 flata's made hi*
fly about a geed deal.—Yoniers States-
Man.
Too High a Price.
He—As l sat there alone, 'Hilda came




"How many bottles did you find it He—Three hundred grata ago
seressari to take?" Place was peopled by savages,,
"Ob, I didn't take any of it. My She--Hoe It has deterioratedi—
Illele took one bottle, and I am his judge.
leetr."—Mpdern
"It helped me wonderfully "
See Ott t ;Air
this
NEW YORK WOMAN'S SHOES
Philadelphia Critic Says Their Ap-
pearance Indicates Cnse-
leanness.
Said a Philadelphia woman the oth
er day:
"There 13 one peculiarity abofit wom-
en In New York which must strike any
stranger coming to the city.
"At hetae, and in most other places
I have visited, a woman feels almost
well dressed if only her gloves and
shoes are new and really smart look-
ng. In New York that evidently is
not the case, at least so far as the
footwear is concerned.
"Have you noticed it? Even very
yell dressed women over here wear
Poor shoes. When they are not shabby
and broken they are of poor last and
cheap leather.
"And the fact is the more remarkable
because I have never seen men more
extravagant in their footwear than
those of New York. The next time
YOU are la an elevated train or street
car observe the row of feet opposite
The men will almost without exception
be well shod, and there will be
glimpses of the most beautiful things
In silk and embroidered socks appear
hag above their shoe tops; while the
Itylishly clad feminine foot will be
eonspicuous by its absence.
"I don't know whether it is that the
New York woman considers a five-dol.
tar shoe an unheard of extravagance
or whether she is a poor judge or foot-
wear. But whatever It Is, I prefer the
ohj•fashioned Philadelphia opinion
that a lady is known by her heads and
(wet more than by anything else.*
HER BUSINESS ABILITY.
Piano Deal That Netted Resenweaftd
Wife One Hundred
Dollars.
Senator Plate, in a humorous speech
was praising woman at a dinner party
"Aad her business ability!" he ex
claimed. "Only the other day the
young wife at • young friend of vitae
said excitedly to her husband on hie
return homes
" 'John, I have made more money
than you to-day.'
" 'How much have you made?' he
asked.
" 'A hundred dollars,' she sale
proudly.
" 'Good, good!' cried the young
man. 'And how did you make kt?'
" 'Well,' said the young lady, 'pot,
know my old piano that you only paid
1300 for? I sold it to-day for $400:
—Gracious, and what are you going
to do with all the money?' he asked.
" 'Oh, there isn't any money,' she
said.
" 'Fa?'
'You see, I sold the piano to a. deal-
er,' she explained. 'He gives me a new
one for $..00 and allows me $400 for
the old one. Haven't I done well? Li
you'd stay home and let me ean your
business or you, you'd grow rich.
Think, $100 a day! That is over $300,-
000 a year.' "
-MARYLAND'S OLD VOLCANOS
Three Peaks in Western Mountains
Found ta Le Metal-Bearing
Volcanic Rook.
Prof. Philip Ft Uhler returns to the
trey with the report of a discovery
which he made in the western Mary-
land mountains. Three peaks, the prin-
cipal one named Buzzard's Knob,
nown a plateau about six miles from
the city, reports the Baltimore Ameri-
can. It was for Prof. Ubler to discover
rrat the three prominences ale in fact
.olcanees, ad that they are the very
oldest type of volcanic rock that is
found In the United States.
The peaks are of a different form
tram volcanoes like Vesuvius. In the
latter form of volcano molten lava and
stones are tweed up by superheated
steam. Leaving a deep hole, but in
these craters in western Maryland the
whole mountain was originally in a
molten condition and the top crust was
foxed upward in a dome-shaped form,
and such lava as did not escape was
forced out in vents at various places.
The volcanic rock) of the region is mete
al-bearing, and specimens of gray
rreen and gold copper were found by
Dr. Uhler. the domes of the craters
were somewhat elliptical in shape.
MEANING OF SURNAMES.
— —




Nearly all surnames originally had a
They were- demo-ripe-lye of
their owners. In a word, they were
nicknames, like "Skinny," or "Shorty,"
or "Pud," says the Philadelpala Bulle-
tin.
Peel is a surname that shows the
original Peel to have been bald. Grace
means fat—from the French "gras."
Greet. from "grand," means big.
An Oliphant should be a clumsy and
unwieldy person. This surname was
,"eleehaat"
The Parkers were keepers of nobler
mini's parks. Ike Women esesteell_.
mate ur vablatgaidever
prepared bark for tanning. The La-
boucheres were butchers.
Bail meant handsome. Ciemeron
meant crooked -nosed. ' Curtis *least
eolite. And Forster , meant forester;
Napier, a serVent In charge of the ta-
ble linen; Palmer, a pilgrim; Wain-
wright, a wagon builder; Wellater,
weaver; Wright, a carpenter.
AgCRUITS FOR ARMY
NOT MANY APPLICATIONS AT
ELECTION TIME.
The Sort of Men Who Are in Evi-
dence at the Government En-
listing Office and Their
Number.
k"Recruiting?" The keen-eyed majoi
who has chargeof the recruiting office
on Third avenue swung around in his
swivel chair. "This is the dull sea-
son for recruiting. There is no other
time of the year when there are so few
enlistments."
"For what reason? Oh, the election,
I think. The men can get more work
and better pay outside just now, so
they are not so anxious to join the
army."
"Then it isn't always patriotism
that makes them enlist?"
The kindly faced officer shook his
head, relates the New York Times.
"Na Sometimes It's because they're
out of work and hard up. Others join
the army through love of advepture,
but there are some," the fighting
man's blue eyes kindled; "there are
some who join for loge of country."
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
looked nearer 17 than 20, entered the
room. He had passed the physical
examination and safely run the gnu-
let of the other departments and had
at last reached tlia final court The
recruiting officer /oohed the boy over
with a military keenness that was not
unkindly.
"Your age?" he asked, in a brisk
tone.
"Twenty-one," answered the boy.
"Will your parents certify to that?"
"I have nose," sad the youth, lased-
fly, but with a nervous Ingering of his
soft bat. "I'm aa orphan."
The °Moor asked hba several other
questions stad beetteritt the interview
to an abrupt close.
"I can't take you in to-day" be Paid,
and as the boy's face clouded, he add-
sd: "Bring certifications as to your
age and character and a relooratneade-
'ion from the last man for whom you
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
enlist you to-morrow."
"It's his age." explained the major.
"He doesn't look anywhere near 9L"
"But can't boys of 18 enlist"
"Certainly, but inn witbout their
parents' consent. They hate to bring
papers from their parents and letters
of recommendation befere we'll take
Chem."
"And married men?"
"Generally speaking, in times of
peace they're -inured. Unless the colo-
nel of some regiment is willing to take
a married man it is against like resin
batons to erne! Men You understand
there's no provielon made by the goy
ernment for the support of tbe fam-
ilies of soldiers. The men cannot live
with their families, and it is out ol
the question to move them about the
country, so the benedicts are practic
ally barred from the ranks.
"Yes, indeed, they sorress--es any
In. They desert their w reee, and
think they can escape In that way.
And some of !hem. If thty get tired of
army life, se think they ase In any
danger, resurrect their wives, as It
were, and use them as en excuse for
_heir discharge from the service.
Then they are dishonorably di..
charged for having enlisted by fraud.
"Most of the applicants prefer the
Infantry and artillery to the cavalry
because there is Enoch less work in
the rst tam A cavalryman has toaket 
care of his horse as well as his
aqui ments; be has the work of the
infantryman and about as much again.
On the Seld, when camp Is pitched,
be has to look out for his horse ixfore
be can attend to his own wants. The
artillery offers the most advantages.
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most of
the artillery is.
"On an average In this office we
have from 1,200 to 1,600 enlistments a
year. For the past few years San
Francisco has broken the record for
enlistments, but that is because there
are more reenlistments there that:
anywhere else. All the soldieri
brought back from the Philippines
land in San Francisco, and thte great
number of those who agnin enter the
army enlist in the western city."
Turtle in the Mail.
When the last western pouch was
bmpght from the railrcod station at
Paterson and dumped on the distribut-
ing table at the post neice a huge snap-
ping turtle walked out of the pouch and
seated itself on top of the pile of mail.
It then made its way to the stamp de-
eT.hrs_ .turtia._had enougft
stamps on its back to take it to its desti-
nation, but the paper containing the ad-
dress had been lost in transit. Under
the rules of the department. the turtle
will be sent to the dead-letter office un-
less the sender can i.e found, and will
forward enough stamps to cover its
shipment back. Meanwhile, the car-
riers' aseociation has adopted the turtle,
and, despite the department rules,
talks hopefully of being able to relegate
the turtle to the soup-pot.—Newark
News.
• Mending Matters.
"Haven't you often wondered why
so many broken down widowers want
to get married again?" t
"Why, no. Naturally, they want te
pet re-paired."—lialtimoffeAmericaa.
Vierytling
"You seem to think a good deal of
that man."
"Well, I ought to." reintitt&I 1b5 *meg
author. "He's the ri.:a perste *to
never rejects my contributions."
"Ah, editor, eh?"
"No; be pasties tles plate at our
ehurch."—Pittsburg Poet.
Meat Discarded,
In Uruguay, until within a few years,
the sale of hides was the only part off he
cattle industry that yielded any cash
the trtn"t mcstly diczave ea as c!
5.0
RUSSIAN GHOST STORIES.
biurder ,Ileveal.:d by Spirit Visitant
and a Strange Wartying
of Death.
In a certain town in the province of
Minsk, West Russia, a peasant sudden
ly disappeared. He was last seen alive
leaving the church and going home to
his sister, with whom n he lived, relates
an exchange.
One day, in a dream, his sister saw
her brother. He looked pale, his eyes
were closed, and his legs were broken.
He told her that he ha l been mur-
dered by her husband and his brothers.
He mentioned the exact date and place
of the deed, and -added that his body
was put into a sack and thrown into the
river. He wanted her to find his body
and have it buried in the family grave.
The dream was repeated several
times, and at last line sister sought the
advice of her age/ father-in-law. He
told her that it would be difficult to find
the toey, and if the culprits were
brought to justice her children would be
left orphans; so, after consideration,
the, sister gave the matter up.
But her brother's spirit would not
rest, and appeared in a dream in the
above manner to a friend of his. Soon
the news spread to the local authorities,
who took the matter up. The river was
searched, and the body was found in the
exact spot indicated.
This discovery had such an effect on
the murderers that they at once con-
fessed. They gave, all details of the
crime—how, after service,they took him
to a mill where they all dined, said as
leaving for hosts they attacked their
victim. Finding that the sack was too
small, they cut off the legs, tied a stoic
to his seek, end three le river.
mil above is certified tp perf•cUy ac-
curate by the local authorities:
A Russian paper relates the foliewlaig
as having occurred In an officer's family
at the time of an outbreak of cholera.
The eldest sae was in en once Le a Iowa
nearly 200 miles from his home.
One morning the family were 'lotted
by an undertaker, who said he had re-
ceived orders from • person, whom he
described, to make a coffin for their eld-
est son. The father replied that the son
was far away, and that all the family
were alive and well.
Directly afterward a message came
that the eldest sets had died of cholera
at the same time that his exact sim-
ilitude had been seen by the under-
taker.
HOW TO FIND BEE TREE.
Ranters Rave a Simple Method
Which Is Almost Invariably
Saceensfai.
60014 bee hunters simply put outea bit
of honeycomb, or even trickles of honey
on • clean chip, never resorting to the
pungency of scorched wax. And these
are apt to mark their bees with spriak lee
at Auer in order to trace their flight,
Whatever the halt, says the Country
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Old Phone 491 Red; New Phone sa.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RivERs
iso NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phases au
Office bouts S to so a. m i top
p.mandlie9p.m.
Lemon Chill Tonic -
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN -CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD ItIEURDT.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE TIM
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PK*
FECT HEALTH.
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Osiendar, it is set on a stump, or stone. Room ie. is sad as, Cisamobis made
or fallen tree, la some open glade of
deep woods. As certainly as the woods 1 PADOCA1/4 IT.
bold even ore bee tree, there will soon 
be a doses bees sucking with all, their
might. The bee hunter, stock still Dr. B
watches them narrowly, aiming always •
to sprinkle those that come tree sinew
be knows they are from the nearest Mee with Drs. lima lb Rivera as
swarm.
Cesunonly he follows the earliest bee
as its first rise. If he loses it he wee
bask for another. He may wait to see
half • dozen take bight from their. lines.
=skies up his mind as to the bee Una',
probable direction. If all of them take
one course he has plain sailing—it. is
ably a matter of following that course.
keeping his eyes and ears4he while very
wide open. If there are cross:Bights,
bees scattering in all directions, the
Ming to do is to foliow the beat markea
Line home, if possible in the wake of a
laden bee, and put out fresh bait for the
others upon another day.
Following a lades bee Is not so easy
The spiral rise is confusing—but a mas-
ter bee-hunter is apt to be hawkered.
He watches the black mounting speck
until it strikes line, then runs along Its
line, knowing well it will go straight to
within a few feet of the hive. At the
home portal there may be a. slight
swerve, even alighting upon twigs or
the trunk itself before crawling in home.
The entrance may be • knothole. or an
Innocent looking crack or seam What-
ever it, is, it is apt to show a faint yel-
low-brown stain, got from the passing
In and out of so many bees, wax anti
honey laden.
Had Bail& on Soup.
An old captain and his ma's, feeling
hungry, the other afterneon went into a
restaurant on the water front and or-
dered dinner. The waiter, with coasid-
enable Sourish, placed a plate of thin,'
watery looking liquid before each of
them.
"Say, young fsetow,ewhat's title stuff?"
shouted the captain. axing In amaze-
ment at the concoction under his nose.
"Soup, sir." eeplied the waiter.
"Soup?" shouted the old sea dog.
"Soup! Bill" (turning to the mate).
"just think of that! Here you and me
have been sailing on soup all our lives




about young Borrow's ability as a book-
keeper?
Dtggsby—Bure thing. I loaned him
a copy of Shakespeare more than a year
ago and he has kept It ever *Stick—Chi-
cago Daily News.
Are They All Herat
Baoon—The lyre used to he very noes-
won in Europe, but now they say you
can't Ilia/Any of them theta
411gbirt--Yes; I believe our emigre-
tkneiawe have been sitorttler too is:.
3tatennar..
T. Hail
Wart hFith. Ds* Phone gu.
Beideacts we City, Old Phone Age
e 
EXCURSION
a. Lads and. Teanamee River Priglhp •
it company—the cheapest and bar.
easursisn out of Pedwash.
$8.00 for the litounO
trip to leiiiessee river
and reties.
It is a (Tip oi pietism cernierr
and rest; good env+, e Was,
gocd rooms, et.. Boats al each
Wednesday and Saturday 3 p.
For other information apply to jos.
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• I WELL HALF A MILE DEEP.
\Mumma/
IN TURKISH / COURT. BIGGEST MOOSE ANTLERS.
I.
  osee.-eme eeip seeneseseieweessemeosese
SPREAD OF AlAIADY DESERV:A) TO BE KILLED.
FINE /TRAINS
Norings Fail to Find Desired Arts-,
lean Plow in Ohio State-
house Yard.
•••
In 1857, for some reason, it was
'thought profitable and possible to se-
cure an artesian well in the state-
house yard. The geology of Ohio
as a science wa3 still unwritten.
In fact, the first volume at the Ohio
geological reports contains the writ-
ten record of this bodes.
Down 3,775 feet—over half a mile—
the auger was sent by the slow ane
laborious process of the time, and
nearly a year was spent in the work.
The boring was commenced on No,
vember 4, 1857, and stopped October
1, 1858. No artesian water was
found.
The boring was made in the eastein
part of the grounds. Its site wee
pointed oat to the writer some year;
ago, and it Is now probably covered
by ,the cement walk extending out d
Third street from the judiciary build-
ing. Water wss struck and plenty sal
it—fresh, salt, sulphur, magnirc, etc.
but none of it came to the
Prof. Theodesee G. Wormley, dat
professor at chemistry in Starline
medical collage, emboacad the oppor
tunitf to secure the adeperature -al
this deep Weenie With a thermome.
ter Aced in a sweeten/ MilePillyd iron
ease-aad letli in the hattalk at iho bor-
ing 24 how" he Assad the tempera
ture at the bottom 61 be 8111 degreest
Fahrenheit. Ma'am deductions foe
the distant* below bus surface at
which the haat of the sun ceases to
be felt, he computes that the tempera-
ture increased one degree for every
71 feet of descent. At time time gu-
ropesan scientists who were carefully
studying this branch of peysical ge
ograehy had estimatell that the tem-
perature increased in such conditions
one degree for every 66 feet.
There Is no record of the cost ol
the boring, but It must have beer
considerable, as the facilities and ap
paratus were primitive compared witt
those now in use. Though falling 01
its principal purpose, the state seem:
to have turned it to account througt
its geologize'. so that it was not
wholly money waded.
PECAN SHELLING SEASON.
An Industry That Gives imploy-
ment to Many Hundreds
of People.
Some idea of the ipagnitude of the
.can nut meat industry may be had
when it is stated that ln San Antostio
(Tex.) alone there are e#110 members
of the Pecan fikellisso• pales, a labor
organization eseiggned it peen engaged
as a regular bgelnime in the shelling
of pecan null sod eitheeting the de-
licious kernels.
Not all of the pecan shelters in Sax
Antonio belong to the union. There
are several hundred other men, wom-
en and children in that City who gala
• livelihood from the work.. There
are branches of the Pecan Shelters!'
union in Austin and several other
towns of the state.
The pecan nut shelling memos lasts
.from October 1 to July 1. The new
crop of nuts begin to come intd mar-
ket about October t, and from than
untll January 1 Um business at ex-
tracting the kernels is very active.
The kernels are shiptsed in large bulk
to New York. SL Louis and oilier cit-
k 
ism, where they are used by the con-
fectioners in the manufacture of can-* dies.
• Pecan shelling is a comparatively
inew industry. It had its origin, too
far as Its becoming a recognized
business is concerned, a few years age
•.wbsu a candy manufacturer of New
York visited Texas.
He ate some of the candy made and
sold by Mexican street vendors in
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
Important Ingredient of this candy.
As an experiment he arranged for
small shipment of the pecan meats to
be made to him.
The kernel/ were received in due
dime, and the highest art of the toady-
si?aker was employed in their use. The
/pecan candy besame popular almost
,instastly, and other orders for the
were placed.
That was the 'beginning of an in-
.dualry whtth now,gives employment to
,several thousand people. There is A
'big demand for the pecan kernels In
severe large fifty in the country.
•
andigits Going to School.I oe
sane Wiens of wegtern Nevada are
tatting Imre kindly to the govoillidettat
wheel than ever betake. At primed
there are 260 students and no more
can be received until new buildings
under Mar ISO completed: It iwas only
fen WOW 119 that the. government
littered the leetalhetion of o school at
old Fort Ilteberiaitt, in litimboldt
corety, to relieve the coagestion In
the Careen sehooi.
She Had Recovmod.
Mrs. Ferguson (to cafier)— I neon
did like bar. and When the Impaled
thing Oohs (3 me the way she di I
rwaa speeeblees with indignation. I
• pouldn't say a word.
' Mr. Ferguson (butting In)'t-That
Inuit have happened bet(' e we warl
Ine.rried.—Tit-Bit P.
PARTY 1:70P AMERICANS HAVE
AN ODD EXPERIENCE.
Are Welcomed Into Justice Shop Lo-
cated on theeeite of Solomon's
Temple in the Holy
Land.
A citizen of Indian territory, while in
Jerusalem recently with a party ol
friends, met with a rather novel experi-
ence which will long remain in theta
memory. The party was en route to the
Mosque of Omar, which stands on the
former site of King Solomon's Temple.
All at once a heavy shower of rain coin-
menced to fall. Not being provided
with umbrellas on this occasion, all
members of the party sought shelter in
the nearest 'doorway, the door standing
invitingly open. To their utter estonish-
inept they were unexpectedly ushered
Into a room where a Turkish court was
being held.
The judge was a dignified Turk, who
wore long black whiskers and bad on a
long, reddish lodking robe, which swept
the floor. Although deeply engaged In
the case that eitss being tried before him:
the judge found time to awoke from a
large water pipe, which stood on the floor
near by. His bettor win judge and
jury combitied. A trddreer of *dimes tes,
witnesses and spectator were sitting
or reclining on mats ranged !vomit the
room, while the judge sat in a high chair
and the lawyer stood while making •
plea for his client. With the exception
of the visitors, the entire assembly were
Turks and Hebrews, all of wnoni wore
long robes. the Turks wearing fetes and
the Hebrews turbans.
The erisoner at the bar wasa Hebrew;
he was charged with stealing a coat from
another Hebrew. The evidence, given
in Arabic by ,the witnesses+, seemed to
convince the judge that the prisoner
was guilty, as he was sentenced to nine
months in jail. The tries was just being
concluded when the Americans arrived
on the scene. Immediately the judge
arose from his seat and, approaching in
a dignified manner, offered each of the
party his hand, saying in excellent Eng-
lish that he was happy to be honored by
their presence in his humble court room.
He then adjourned court for the re-
mainder of the evening and invited the
party to remain and have some refresh-
ments. For fear of being adjudged to
contempt of court they remained with
him sitting on the mats on the floor like
they had seen the natives do. After cof-
fee had been served by the court bailiff
the judge asked them where they were
from, how they enjoyed their trip and
what they thought at Palestine. They
told his hone* that they were from the
United States, lad had a very pleasant
trip and admi ed" Palestine, but would
like to see it cleaned up. The judge
stated that the cleaning process would
be brought about a little later on, but.
like the Biblical saying. it was not safe
to put new wine into old bottles for fear
of breaking the bottles, so it would be
dankerous to put new ideas Igo prac-
tice until such Unit as his People hac
time to properly digest them.
In answer to the queetion how he hap-
pened to speak such good English thc
judge said that he had learned the Eng-
lish language from his children, be hav-
ing 17 children and several wives, who
had attended the American missionary
schools In Constantinople and had
learned the English language that way.
The judee stated that, altber‘gb he was
a Turk and a subject of the sultan, he
was an admirer of President Roosevelt.
whom lie regarded as the greatest dip-
lomat of the age. He showed a com-
plete let of the presIdett's books print.
silU Ireneherhich he said he had read
through several times. He also stated
that his only regret was that he did not
have one of the president's mighty guns
to hunt big game with. Speaking of our
election syseetn, he said that our policyof electing a precident every four years
was a bad one. Be thought when the
United States bad as good a man as
President Roosevelt that we ought toemulate the example of Mexico and keep
hint in oMce for life. He made inquiryas to how our judicial system was con-
ducted. They told him how our learned
judges held tout, with the jury system,
and that they were only allowed one
wife and seldom had at many as 17 chil-
dren. --Hie- honor replied frikebe óulf
not like to be a judge In the United
States unless he could have all his wives
and children with him.
Ryas 8,000 Years Old.
Eight thousand years is a good agefor a pair of human 'eyes to last. An
ZaYptologIst rIalins bars tildifetereftthese ancient striae In allellailefilled
mains at Oftgeb. Upper Shing, The
professor tonna a series of grave,which, he declares, extend eyed' an in-
Interval of at least 8,41q, year., repro.
sentleh the most arehale of prehistoric
periodic The bodies, owing to the
(lithos@ of the climate, and perhaps
the excellence of the Methods deployed
In embalming, are in a eurythibera state
of preservation, and in two eases the
eyes remain so perfect that the lensed
are In good condition.
As to Scritallop.
tanker—Yes, I've .heard at Smoak*,
Whet kbp1 of !bolting man is he?
Nokkar—He's the kind that's always
looking at the moWng through a glad
; sarb:o.---Chices Tribuore
Palm Given to Maine Man's Trophy.
—Many Own Very Hand-
some Sets.
Maine sportsmen and hunters are
amused by a statement made recently
to the effect that a moose killed In
New Brunswick had antlers with a
!spread of 48 inches, which, so far
as was known, was tee record width.
'l'hese are rather smell antlers; much
larger one, can be purchased any day
In the taxldermists' shops of Bangor,
says a correspondent of the Washing-
ton Post.
It has long been a question which
is the largest set of moose antlers in
the world. Some years ago a set of
antlers from Aliska, mounted in Ban-
ger, attracted great attention, as they
spread 74 inches. Like most Alaska
antlers, however, these were ragged
and unsymmetrical. The handsomest
antlers are seldom of wide spread, and
those of remarkable spread are seldom
handsome.
SEM* time age the set owned by
.eerman Merriman, of New York, a
member of the Calumet club, was de-
dared to be the second largest in the
12021d, spreading 42 inches. The as-
sertion was disputed by oper(aises in
Maine, who said that 62 Jambe, was
net the second greatest spread Of ant-
lers; neither, they said, was a record
established by the set owned by King
Edward VII., allethd to spread 71
lathes.
Within the past few years several
sets have been mounted in Bangor hav-
ing a spread of more than 74 inches,
but they were all from Alaska, and
not at all handsome. The record, ea
far as known, for New Brunswick
moose antlers is 66 inches, and this
pair was mounted here. They were
unsymmetrical, and not worth muct
as an ornament.
The Maine record is said to be 6'i
inehes, a pair of this width havins
been mounted Isere a few years ago b)
the late Sumner L. Crosby.
By far the largest .and handsomest
set of moose antlers of which there i.
any definite knowledge' is that, ownee
by Charles B. Hazeltine, of 13s1fast
the official measurement!' of which
taken at the New York Sportsmen's
exposition la 1895, are: Girth, 81/2
Inches; length. 41 in-he.; palmation'
414 by 21% inches; spread, el inches
But the spread of a set of antlers
does not necessarily indicate their sizt
or establish their worth, for measur
his antlers is an arbitrary proceeding
For ingtance, the liazelCne set, while
measuring only Cl Inches spread, art
73 inches convex measurement, an0
their beset; and value lie in the':
great width of blade and in their 2$
points. The moose from which they
were taken wan killed at Chesuncook
Lake, Me., In 1887. by Jule Pease. wht
sari the animal weighed about 1.60t
pounds, being nine feet long from neee
to end of tail and eight feet girth.
November in the Country.
Almost everybody who goes into the
woods, or indeed anywhere else, in No
vetnber, carries a gun. Partridges] are
• certainty, deer and bear are always
possible, and rumors of wildcats, ioup
cerviers &Led, Canada lynxes are suf-
ficiently rife to thrill the blood of chil-
dren and timid persons Whets they
pass through a patch of woods after
dark. A foreigner might imagine that
the county was in • state of insurrec
lion, for in almost every wegon that
you meet a shotgun or a rifle is ap-
parent. The rural mail-carrier brings
back more partridges than letters; the
lawyer, on his way home from court,
stands up in his buggy and shoots a
plump bird without disconcerting his
well-trained steed; two or three shot-
guns may often be seen outside the
door of the district schoolhouse, rest.
tag against the wall, while their youth-
ful owners are inside, undergoing in
struction in more peaceful arts. What
would a city schoolmaster think if his
lads of 12 and 14 came armed to
school!—H. C. Merwln, in Atlantic.
Earth Breathes.
That the earth breathes is a well
known scientific fact. It is often to
be verified by that peculiar earths
,stne!1_ which arises Immediately efts,
a thenderstorm, the lowering of the
barometric pressure causing the flow
upward of air, just as it is once more
squeezed downward when the barom-
eter rises. A resident of Geneva has
discovered a natural barometer at
Ferneyeloltaire. It is a deep natural
Well or cave, with a very dealt open.
tite. When this opening is =de small
iletlith just to fit a whistle the differ
get sounds as the earth inhales or en,
hales ttre air warn the neighbors of
the coming weather. A lighted matoh
Wr a feather shows the tlireothrn of tbi,
flow as welLo It is said to be an ex
meant weather prophet.
Misinterpreted.
litteited Fisherman (to country hotel.
keeper)—There isn't a bit of fishing
about here! Every brook has a sign
warning people oft What do yoe
mean by luring anglers here with tlo
premise of doe fishing?
Hotelkeeper—I didn't say anytlaina
about fine fishing. If you read my ad
vertisement carefully you will see that
what I said was "Fishing unapproach-
Kan Who Made Too Many Points inPNEUMONIA VICTIMS INCREASE Game of Seven-Up Rightly
IN NUMBER YEARLY. Treated.
Medical Authorities Putting Forth
• Their Best Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Fell
Disease.
The commission which was appointed
last year by the New York board di
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary report has just been sum-
marized by the press, is composed of
men of high professional rank, says the
New York Tribune, Yet the problems
Involved in the inquiry are so serious
that there is no danger of securing too
exalted a grade of talent for their solu-
tion. The dteease • which the commis-
sion has lieea coneldering has risen into
peculiar prominence of late. AC one
Lem GOlileausitios cayeed more deaths
than any Mier malady and pneumonia
risked second as a cause of morality.
Within the last ten or fifteen years the
two bars exchangsd places in some parts
of the United States, if not in the me-
tropolis. Consumption, as a reaUlt G:
the adoption of more enlightened meth-
ods of prevention and treatment, works
a Maio less havoc now than fortserly.
Pneumonia, on the other heed, finds a
Pester number of dahlia in prepeetieb
th the popuietion. There is groin:idler
the belief .thet grip has contribtifed
Materially to this result because it is
Mites • prelude to an attack of mere
Usonia and it sadly disquallees at:meter
successful resistance to anilines' ode.-
ether settee. However, whatever tee
cause, the Increased preialdnett Of Were
Monis has excited the gravest Want and
perplexity in the medical profession.
The commission is convinced that,
like tuberculosis, the more acute type of
lung disestse is attributable to the pres-
ence of microbes and that the latter are
disseminated by the drying of sputum
from patients. The organisms are not
easily borne about by the air so long as
they are moist, but afterward they are
as easily circulated as dust particles.
This fundamental fact shows the desir-
ability of delugipg a sick room with sun-
light, promoting ft se ventilation and us-
ing a broom only when the fluor has
been sprinkled.
Some puzzling facts have been elicited
In the course of the investigation con-
ducted by Dr. Darlington's experts. One
Is that pneumococce the supposed cause
of the diseaee, are sometimes carried in
the mouths of persons for weeks with-
out producing any apparent effect. In
like man»er they are observad in tee se-
cretions of patients who have recovered
for a considerable interval after the dis-
annearance of other symptoms. This
second phenomenon resembles one
which often follows an attack of typhoid
fever and gives rise to the question how
long such persons may threaten the
health of their associates and neighbors.
Perhaps more light on this matter may
be afforded by further observation.
Such information should erave useful
in the devising of sanitary precautions
for a community in which pneumonia
prevails.
Prevention Is Infinitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider what to
do if their first line of defense falls. The
only remedial agent to which the corn-
s:ion refers Is a blood serum derived
from an immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an-
titoxin of this kind, other ventures of
the atm* character having been made
repeatedly in the last few years. The
verdict rendered is a little obscure, but,
while the commission seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared.
might be serviceable for purposes of
diagnosis, it appears to he silent about
the remedial and protective qualities of
the article. However, if the serum
which a few physicians even now em-
rfloy, is not all that could be desired. Im-
proved methods may yet develop one
that earebe more heartily recommended.
"Not long since," remarked Col. IL
M. Johnston, of Houston, relates the
Washington Post, "a 'Texas negro wasup before a magistrate fcr aggravated-insult. He had battered a fellow Sent'.gambian to such an extent that the lat-ter had to be sent to the hospital forrepairs.
"The trouble arose over a game ofcords and the man who lot his moneywas the defendant in the courtroom.
" 'Have you anything to say in yourewn behalf?' inquired the justice." 'Will yo' honer, sur, low me to axyou les one question?' replied the de-fendant.
.00 on: said his honor. •"'I begs your pardon, judge, and Ilon't mean no imperdence, but doesyou understan' de game uf sebben up?'"'That has nothing to do with thisease go far as f can see, but gs on,fellow, With your tale. I do under-suited it.'
'Well, sue me an' die nigger witsplain' ',then up, an' I wuz six to hisewe, it was my deal, judge, and hebegged. I looks at my han' an%(retaember I wuz six to his two)seed the jack, de ten and de trey. 'soob cose I gives, which puts him three.De fust cyafrd dis coon leads at me,judge, was de ace of trumps, an' I putsdown my trey. Dee next he leads deking, an' I gives him my ten spot.Sure as you born, dat rascal plays outde queen and ketches up my jack,which teuz ',holy bad, but at de :as'he Mumd down de deuce, an' at datI couldn't keep dill any longer, judgC-and ! ins up an' fetched him er licktat knocked him out. I hopes jerhoeor'll be easy on me.'
" 'The prisoner stands discharged.'qnoth the magistrate. "Any man who
makes high, low, jack, gift and the
game in one hand deserves to be
TOO MANY HAD REMEDIES.
And None of Them Were Any Good
fcr the lean Who Was
Bleeding.
*  
A labdring man, Ivith dinner pall be-side him, sat on the curb at Fifth av-
enue and Madison street the other
morning, relates the Chicago Inter
Ocean. He was bleeding from the nose,
and a crowd of sympathizers stood
around. There wee a crimson pool :fno small size between his feet, and a
couple of newsboys heel suspended
business hoping the patrol wagon
would be called. "He's bleed's' to
dee', sure." said one of the kids. Some
bystander suggested that a cold key
down the back would stop the bleed-
ing, but no one bad a key to sparse
l
eNVIly don't he press the vein under
the cheek bones'!" said another. Then
tame a little man whose age and dress
sulopeted knowledge. "Get a piece of
Ice and put it at the back of his neck."
- was hie remedy. "Sure." said a boy,
who quickly returned with the ice.
The crowd parted, to let the little man
reach the sufferer. He clapped the ice
on the patient's neck. The ice slipped
and disappeared !Eisele Mf. Nosebleed's
underwear. TLere was an immediate
transformation. "Get out of here
.nd tem' me alone," be slnutel.
and as he arose, with blood on i...i
clothes as wr.-!l as in his eyes, the crowd
including the little man, retreated
Just then the patrol wagon came and
took the rein to a hospital. "His
condition as serious." said the sur-
geon. "Overheat in the furnace reran
where he worked caused the hemor-
rhage. Ootet monkey with nose bleed-
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
"Tom" Jenkinson, head gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are on view to the
number of 3,500, is an ardent Scotch man.
with a passionate love for all things
that come from the Land o' the Heather.
He and a few kindred souls have organ-
ized a bagpipe band that will soon show
Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed
Highland melody. Mr. Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is onc
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do it
properly one must have the blood of a
proper clan In one's veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr. Jenkinson holds that
a Sc_ot_chnian andemlyaileotehemeees-
be a good gardener or a piper. "An
Englishman learns to be a gardener
from the top down," says Jenkinson
Scotchrean starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
why so many gardeners come from
gepeland. They learn bit by bit over
there."—Pittsburg Dispatch.
Hew Witch 11412421 Shoots Its Reeds.
Bo you kit that the Witch ham
2600tall its ten or fifteen feet? If
you want a b d-new sensation, bring
Dome some branches of witch hazel hay-
ing both *elvers and nuopeeed seed pods
on thern and nut them In vases of water
The pods burst at the most unexpecten
simea, waking you in the night and pep-
pering you vett) their hard, shiny, black
seeds: Branches that ere to be used for
a party must be :selected with care, to
be sure of having perfectly fresh flowers
and Reed peels that harre not opened. if
it is possible to do so, cut them the game
day they are needed If they must be
gut the day before they are needed, put
them in a cold place In water and wrap
a damp cloth around the branches, in
order to prevent the flowers from with-
ering and to keep the 'Deeds from being
expelled too Socn.--Oterr Life ie
A te '.r.. a.. e .
SERMONS FROM PEOPLE.
Where Henry Ward Beecher Got Ma-
terial for Many of His
Discourses.
Wherever he went, Beecher con-
tinued his study of life throueh ob-
sersation. Nothing else was half so
interesting, writes Orison Swett Mar-
den, in Success ManazIne. To him
man was the greatest study in the
vend. To read human nature, toplace the right values upon men, to
emphasize the right teing in them, to
be able to discriminate between the
genuine and the false, to to able to
pierce their masks and read the rent
man or woman behind them, was an
accomplishment which he regarded as
oce of a clergy an's greatest tveapons.
'-veMincik'erse- Plilatitt-her48.1%"sCale otlfhil 
could--see
a fish ora
grain of sand. Beecher also had an
eye like the glass of a microscop
which reveals marvels of beauty in
the dross and common things It had
a magnifying power which sees the
miraculous and beautiful in the com-
monplace. He could see beauty and
harmony where others only saw ugh!.
Gess and discord, because he read the
bidden meaning in things. Like
Ruskin, he could see the marvelous
philosophy, ttte Divine plat, In the
lowliest object. tie could feel the
Divine preestnee in all cteattsd things.
Wanted Money All the Time.
A hegro was comp/aiming that his
elle kept asking him for money. "It is
a dollish, a fifty or eben a quatah. It
is Money, money all of the time," he said.
"What does she do with !all of the
money?" askci an immeent bystander.
"Don't know," was the reeiy; "hain't




"Well," said the somewbat cynical
person, "I'd like to have the income and








Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited",—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman Sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattapooga arkt Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a, rn.
and St. 'Augustine to a, m. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meal- en route.
"Florida Spcciar —Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. m., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o P-
m, and St. Augustine at to p. m.
nett day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:45
p. m. daily, running ,through to
Kuoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savanah, arriving at
Jcksonville at co a. in.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 3tst, are
new on sale s 'ow rates.
Variable Tour;
Going via Ashville and 'Land of
the Sky" and "Sapphire
andi returning via Atla
tanooga or vice vers.




Railway or C. H. EL
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. .
A. G. P. A. St. Louis, W C.










Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,






In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-











Will bring pleasure w your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
DOW at our store. Come in









AICA 1iiIN ISLAND QUEENEXCURSION
In Stall()fiery
\ t havt feW boxes of Herds' 
and
Cranes stationery in lalest st
yles.
On account of boxes being s
lightly





WANTED—kbr 1J. S. Army;
able-bodied • ustomenosis-men b
etween





temperate o can sOak.
 read








ELKS WILL GIVE ON
E OUT
OF 117.:RE ON APRIL
i9TH.




The Elk, 1, age of this city 
is
preparing lot the annual excursion
that ‘kill be -1 out of here A
pril
t9th upon 1,.. late:Isom: s
teeper
Island Queen ti.at is now prepari
ng
for its summer season in this 
kind
business. The boat will take two
trips out Of here, one in the 
after-
non, and the otio:r at night.
The Island Queen is now at Cin-
cinnati, but about the fast of 
next
week passes hire 'en' route 
ciciwn to
Memphis, Tenn., to commence i
ts
exdttrsion season. The craft 
then
works its way back up the river
s,
running excursions out of each city,
until Paducah is reached on the 
59th.
°Meta, Neve This will be the 
fourth annual ex-
cak Ky. ':-sion given out of 
here by the
Ass aboard this steamer.






Apply to L. DuBpia.
• 
Mod ern 8 roomed
house, alt improvemeins, West End.
Apply to L. SoDuBois.






FOR SALE-2 first class mules.




Thistle Peas pee can •  40C
4 Cans Estly June Peas for 
asc
Stanchrid',C4n4ci- can  5C
2 Cans.-Libby's- Plum Pudding. : 25c
Victritillidtedtlisgper can vier. 
5c
ans Linia cans for asc
es Searchlight Mlatches for  toc
Preen r Rolled Oats per pkg. —too
2 cent bottles Extract for . 5C
Hirsch Mustard Dressing, 15-cent
size, for toe
t ist Honey Comb Situp for... toe
.Jbs California Prunes for....., .
25c
3 lb can Kraft hit ,
 • se
a pkg. White. Line Wash Powder
+ 5c
lb Baker's Chocolate fer 3
sc
3 lbs Frcsh Bees 'for . r
oc
4 Ihs Fresh Soda Ohtcker
s for.o!:25c
attidtgs • Graha riv Crackers for.,...42
5c
i4Acisse MacarcrNi for 
•  15C
to emit Seruh Brushes frit ' 5c
2 Bees Scrubine' fo'r 
24.5c
Extra ifaircy Bananas ffr"  
v2%c
White Dove Flour 'fikr sack 70c'
Just received a Shipment of 
Coun-
try Hams; 'Pike ealifornia' Wine for








Notice is hereto given to all 
per-
sons to clean•your bank premises a
nd
get rtady for iaipeetiort- of 
sanitary
officers as they will be started on
 'the
inspection in a stout eime and b
eing
ready will save trottbk and, expe
nse.
Order of Board of Health.
Hkelbi _Officer-
Pythian
Last evening the Knights 
of
Pythias held a, big meeting in their
hall on Broadway near Fifth 'street,
at which time there were present M
r.
John W. Carter, grand keeper •
 of
records and seal for the state lodge,
and District Deputy J. A. John
son.
Their snit here to meet with 
the
local order was of a nature pu
rely
secret to the brethref. , Tod
ay
Messrs. Carter and Johuson go dow
n
co Murray to see 'bunt organizing
 a
Pythiaa' lodge there. They Wilt 
be
accompanied by .Mr. Harry Atkins,
the poesular dry goods' dru
mmer of
th s city.
If 'Astir blood is not right






SUPT. FA:IAN SAYS MO
TROUBLE WILL BE EN-
COUNTERED.
44111111
Manager Morrieisnia Depot Lunch
Has Resigned:1161d Gone to
Chicago to Live.
Supt. Egan of the Louisville divi-
sion of the Ihisiois Central railroad,
was here yesterday morning, but left
at noon. While here he stated that
the Illinois Central would not enter-
tain any trouble in having coal
aplenty for its needs during • t
coming miners strike, as for a =oath
or two past the road had been piling
fuel in its yards everywhere by ATTL 
the train. load, in anticipation of the 
AND NEIL, IllAFIDtTCE 
disagreement between miners and
9peratprs, and now had millione of Wi
n Fight 
For World's Feather-
bushels on hand. 
weight Championship at LOS
Many train loads have been stored 
Angeles.
in the local yards, while Mr. Egan
believes arrangements have already'
been made by his company whereby
they. will acquiee possession of an
amount ample for the needs.
From here he went to Princeton
where the citizens riin that the
road confiscated coal nsigned to
people of that place, lie said the
contention was wrong, and went up
to look into 't.,
TIRED or LIFE
kn. SUFFERING
From Dreadful Pains From Wound
on Foot—System All Run Down
After Six Months' Agony—Not




"Words cannot speak highly enough
for the Cuticura Remedies. I am now
seventy-two years of age. My system
had been all run
down. My blood
was so bad that
blond poisoning





I was laid up for
two montbit. My
foot and Nikki wee
Wf almost beyond
recognition. Bark
blood flowed out of wounds in many
places, and I was so disheartened that
I thought surely my last chance was
slowly leaving me. As the foot did
not improve, you can readily ihnagine
bow I felt. I was simply digiusted
and tired of We. I good this paha,
which was dreadful, for nix moat*
and during this time I was not able to
weer a oboe and not able to week.
Some one spoke to as about Ceti-
curs. The ooneequences were I 'bought
a set of the Cuticum Remedios 10
cue of my friends who was a drug-
gist, and the praise that I gave after
the second application is bossed
desesiption ; seemed a mired*,
for. the Caticusa Remedies tent
effort immediately. I washed the fest
with the Cuticura Soap before
the Ointment and I took the
at the same time. After two
ment my foot was healed
People who had seen my foot
Mises and who have seen it abesptba




Mrs; Ul (rather Oh be Sol et11,011anolk
Sm. .12a
tance, therefore the full thr.:e weeks
allotted will be consumed.
Stock Apprised.
Sheriff John Ogilvie and appraisers
have inventoried at $834 the stock of
groceries of ffenry A. Douglas 
of
Third and Norton street. The g
oods
will be sold next Tuesday to satisfy
judgments given against D
ouglas
who quit business account del ,t
sacle.
Does Buggy Solt'
Deputy Sher ff I fume
terday sold the baggy of De HI 
T.
Hessig to satisfy a judgment -of $45
given against the doctor in favor oi
Lee D. Potter, former Sheriff, 
whom
Hessig owed for meal and peen 
Pot-
ter furnished Hessign while the 
latter
was running the distillery in 
lifethan-
icsburg. The buggy was heanfht is
by Mr. Potter who agve $30
This bid was enough, lacking f
ifirsix
cents, to pay of the judgment and
costs. The sale was pursuant 
to or-




News comes. that J. C Carman. of
Calvert City, is at large, 
haying.
broken out of the Benton 
jail. He
s being held there for tria
l of the
charge of attempting to 
criminally
assault his own daughter.
It is a aktti, Veasant combina
-
tion of heat kncrwu vegttab




, • t I Ittli
go•lag
CareitIllyprepar.ed tip, or ,
own labdraiAory.
R. Yl. WALKER' & CO.,




HON. W. M. REED WILL COME
BACK TODAY FROM
11111111.11111911.1181rarieffi.1.11111111111.
Mikity Sheriff Ogilvie Sold Dr. Hes-
sig's Buggy to. Satisfy Judie
triento--Court Circles.
Judge W. M. Reed will return this
evening from Linuisville where he has
brit for several day past upon legal
beakless. He will rest op tomorrow
and then Monday morqing start off
the three weeks term of criminal cir-
cuit court ha holds here. Monday be
empanels the grand jury and starts it
off to work, while Tuesday the petit
infris ompatteled ,j'and immediately
commences trying the many criminal
actions before it. There are six ki
ll-
ing charges to be tried this term and
many additional matters of im
por-
Los Angeles, March V. —Man
-
ager Thomas Mcarey, of the 
Pa-
cific Athletic club, has close
d a
match betneen Abe Audi an
d
Frankic Neil for the featherweig
ht
championship of the world at L
os
Angeles April 20. The weight stip
u-
lation is 122 pounds ringside—t
he
featherweight limit.
Besides the championship, Mc-
Carey will offer a championship be
lt,
costing all the way from $500 
to
ht,000. This will be the first belt-
fight _toile_ held .sine c, _the _Richard_ K.,
Fox diamond belt.








Miss Vane Calvert BEFORE
and 6. Bert Rodney AND AFTER
Monday Night,
April 2.



















Davis Island Dam-4.4, fall
ing.





There will get away at five o'clo
ck
this afternoon, for the Tennes
see
river, the steamer Kentucky. 
She
remains up that waterway unti
l next
Then-sday night. '
This morning at eight o'clock the
Dick Fowler goes to Cairo an
d
cornea back tonight about eleven
o'clock.
There got away yesterday f
or
Evansville the steamer Joe Fowle
r
which comes back tomorrow, and
then lay until Monday morning b
e-
fore skipping away on her return
trip.
The iohn S. Hopkins today comes'
from Evansville, and' retnrning
there immediately, dos. not come
back until next Tuesday.
The Bottorff will leave Nashville
may, get here tomorrow and lay
until Monday before departing for
Clarksville. •
The Peters Lee goes down today
bound for Memphis from Cinein-
natl.
The Georgia Lee yesterday pasted
up bound for Cincinnati from Meat-'
phis. She gets to the Queen Clity
next Tuesday and leaves there Wed-
nesday on her return this way
LOCAL NEWS
—While Troy 'DM was working
around Some machinery at the
Mechanicsburg basket factory yes-
terday morning, his trouser kg
caught in a shaft into which he, was
being pulled, so probable ses -
ju ry, when another nearby workman
grabbed him and pulled Dill away.
The latter's leg was timidly skinned,
but he otherwise saved.
—The stockholders of the Padu-
cah Driving club meet next Monde/
right to elect officers and prepare
for the season's sport on their race
track one mile beyong Oak Grove
on the Hinkleville road.
—Carpenter John E-1-
1202 Salem avenue, has at his home
a little chicken born with four well
formed legs and feet, all atf which
it uses in getting around,
-7-Tomorrow is April is., there-
-All -Foots- ilay,--aneL__sell
ushered in with the usual pranks
and sports incidental to the occasion.
—Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crockett
of Arcillia have a new boy baby.
Rainey of
Direct trom its brilliant New
York Run of toy nights at..
Theatre.
THE LAUGHTER HIT OF TH
E
YEAR D4TRICHSTEIN'S
Smartest, snappiest, sunniest su
c-
cess
Latest and greatest farce triumph by
the author of "Are You a Mason?"
With Leo Litrichstein, Fritz Wil-
liams, Katherine Florence, George
Lawrence, Geo. Boniface, jr., and
the original New York cast.
"It wilt cure your blues"—New
York Herald.
"Do you know Sunny Jim?" You
ought to.
Prices 25c, 35c, soc, 75c, $t, $1.50.
Seats on Sale Saturday.
PERSONALS
Judge Williams Marble has re-
turned from Princeton. is. ........
Mr. Eddie Epstein is here from
Louisville visiting relatives.
Mr. R. J. Turnbull was in Prince-
ton yesterday on business.
Mr. and Mks. William Norman of
Mayfield were here yesterday.
Mr. J. L. Kilgore left last night
for Anderson, Ind., on business.
Engineer Joseph Rands!! and wife
of the I. C. went to Little Rock,
Ark., last night to visie'their sou.
Mr. Hardy Bryant returned yes-
terday to Nashville, Tenn., after
spending several days, here.
Mr. W. S. Mason and child of
Mayfield are visiting Mrs. Robert
Thompson of West Broadway.
Mr. L L Dunlay of the Noble
wholettale grocery at Paris, Term., is
in the city on,business.
Dr. R. E. Hearne has returned
from Lebanon, Tenn., where his
father's illness called him.
M• la Henson and G. Scott
of , married Wednesday
at came to Paducah to
reside.
Colonel Frank Kirchhoff and two
sons, Henry and Fred. returned yes-
terday from sojourning at Woe
Springs, Ark.
Mr. Labia Sanderson of the street
railway company, and his bride hive
arrived from Mayfield where they
married Wednesday night The
bride was Miss Effie Frigow.
Col. J. H. Nisch of Jackson,
Terrn.,oli vintiag Col. Reuben Item-
Land of North Seventh. The former
is'oves of Jackson's leading business
men, owning the car line there and
other 'Attests. 4 •
Lawyer John Miller left last
evening for San Antonio, Texas., to
,be absent ten days. Returning ne-
war be accompanied back ey' his
wife who has been there the past
month for her health that is much
improved
OHIO RATE BILL PASSES
Senate












TICS.4 AND ACCESSORIES. 
•
e5c, 35c, 500, 75c, St•ci and
$1.30.









By Expert, Graduate 
Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.




freight rates. The bil) wastamonded
in some important particulars, but
the author mit unlike no 'objection
and the coneousence of the house in
the amendments is expected.
The most important amendment
was the inscribes of an antiguss pro-
vision. This Isiohibita any- state or
other public . officer accepting free
transportation tender oenelfrr of for-
kitten of office and a fine of from
Unanimously Favors. Ihneurr *500 to ;Lam ,
Sent in by House.
'Columbus,- 0., March 29—The
ate this ifternoon by unanimous vote
passed the house bill by Mr. Wertz
creating a state railroah commitsion —Mr
. and Mrs. J. W Nabb brae
and provialfne for the regulating of a new gist.11eby
 at theia home.
There is a big boom MA the timber-




THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduedth, Kent= kty,
Capita& anci Surplus $188,000n
ED P: NOBLE. PRES. 43. W. ROBERTSON.
 V. PRIM
N. W. VAN CULIN CASF ,IER.
-Trews:eta all regular banking tnarbasem. 410/1cIta deptiaisi.-Piiiii
par emit per taus= on tinle cardScaitt\ed osits.
. Safety bones is ire
proof vault for rent at $3 to tlso pee vest as to dm You carry ye*
 anialf
by and so ono but yourself bee as toss,
Prospects tor Shortage of COM April I
Buy TRADhWA7 ER COAL now and save money
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVAl'OR. 
LUMP 23 CENTS PER BUSHEL.. _
se CENTS PER BUSHEL




sOtri le el Ot West Kentucky Coal to.
-A.
•••••
(oftaweisereitaltraiderroIll'
